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I .—Translation of a Tdmba Patra, which was found in a field of the

village of Piplianagar in the Shujdlpur Pargand, hy a Kristin engaged

in ploughing , and presented to Mr. L. Wilkinson, the Political

Agent at Bhopal, by the Jagirddr.

[Ia a letter to the Editor of the Journal of the Asiatic Society.]

It is incumbent upon the friend of research to contribute every

piece of information, however trifling, thrown in his way by accident

or opportunity, by which the future researches of our successors in

regard to the history and chronology of this country may be, in any

degree, promoted. With this view I have thought it proper to for-

ward to you the copy of an inscription on a copper plate lately found

at Piplianagar, in this neighbourhood. For the benefit of the purely

English reader, I have added a translation, which, if found correct,

you can also insert.

On referring to the Chronological Table of the rajas of Malwa,

given in the number of your Journal for December 1835, I find that

this plate confirms the Ujjain Inscription in regard to the order of

succession of four princes.

Three other copper-plates have since been found at the same vil-

lage. I have not yet had time to translate, or indeed to decipher them.

L. Wilkinson.

[This inscription does more than Mr. Wilkinson allows, for it

adds four important names to the Ujjain list, below that of Jayavar-

ma, (see Chron. Tab. 105,) and having a date A. D. 1210 to Arjun

the last of the list, it exactly fills the blank between the former prince

(1143), and Birsal in 1220. We have no space for comments,

but we offer our best thanks to Mr. Wilkinson for his valuable

contribution.—

E

d.]
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[July,Text of a Copperplate grant

Transcript of the text in Modern Nogari.
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Translation.

To Virtue, the most worthy object of desire to man, hail

!

1 . May the best of Brahmans, who gives happiness to the whole

universe by accepting a small portion of the earth as an emblem of

the whole, give happiness to you.

[Or, may Shesha, who gives happiness to the whole world, uphold-

ing (by contact with) that portion (resting on his head), give happi-

ness to you. Or, may the moon, who gives happiness to the whole

world, and who receives (in an eclipse) the shadow of the earth, give

happiness to you.]

2. May that Parashurama, who gave to the Brahmans the whole

earth, after it had become red as the setting sun, being drenched in

the blood of the race of Cshatriyas prostrated in terrible conflicts,

ever be praised.

3. May that Rama, who victorious in battle, quenched in the flood

of tears, caused Mandodari to shed the fire that burnt in the breast

of the virtuous Si'ta, when torn from her consort, give salvation

to you.

4. May Yudhishthira, whose feet the valiant Bhi'm a kissed in

humility, and whom Chandra, the founder of his race, formed wholly

in his own likeness, live for ever.

5. The illustrious Raja Bhoja Deva, formerly reigned: he was

the chief of the Paramar princes, and in glory equal to the conqueror

of Kansa. He traversed the earth in victory even to its ocean limits.

6. On the appearance of this glorious king, the fame of all hos-

tile princes in all regions of the earth faded into obscurity, as white

water-lilies in a ruffled lake bowing their heads submissively, lose

their brightness before the world-pervading glories of the rising full

moon.

7. To Raja Bhoja succeeded Udaya'ditya, whose constant de-

light was in the pursuit of pleasure : he was singularly endowed with

the virtues of a hero ; and stripped his enemies of their glory and fame.

8. How many proud princes with their terrible armies did not this

Raja overthrow in ever-memorable battles, which resembled the war

of elements in the universal deluge by the rapid discharge of his irre-

sistible and fast-flying arrows ; or he was like the whirlwind, which

rising up at the universal deluge by its irresistible force, overthrows

whole ranges of terrific and inaccessible mountains.

9. After him succeeded Raja Naravarma, who smote his enemies

to death. He was wise and steadfast in support of religion and virtue :

a very paragon of excellence, and a perfect model to the princes of

the earth.
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10. He restored to religion, who stood infirmly on one foot in

this iron age of guilt, its four-fold support, by making daily grants of

land to Brahmans.

11. Yashovarma, the chief ornament of the Cshatriya tribe,

succeeded to him : and to him succeeded Ajayavarma, distinguished

by his wealth and victories.

12. His son Vindhayavarma, glorious in his life, next followed.

He was distinguished for his heroism, and by his personal prowess,

and directed his ambition to the reduction of the country of Guzerat.

13. The sword of this warrior assumed a threefold edge, when up-

raised to yield protection to the three worlds.

14. His son Amushyayana, equal to Indra in glory, next ruled

the people. Subhatavarma, whose aim was directed towards con-

firming the people in the practice of virtue, succeeded to him.

15. The angered prowess of this conqueror, like the fiery rays of

the sun, which exercised its thundering rage on the city of Patan in

(or cities of) Guzerdt, is witnessed to the present day in the forest-

conflagrations that still prevail in the country.

16. On the ascent of this prince to heaven, his son, Arjuna

Raja, succeeded, who still holds on his arms the circle of this earth,

as a bracelet encircles the wrists.

17. This prince, when still a child, put Jaya Sxnha Raja to flight

even in child’s play ; the eight Dikpals (or rulers of the eight corners

of the world) smiled at his success. Thus his fame reached the ends

of the world.

18. He is a very treasure of poetry and melody. Saraswatp,

delighted by the accomplishments of this prince, gave him her own

lyre and her sacred volumes.

19. To whom but to him, who is equally renowned for the three-

fold virtues, learning, valour, and generosity, can we attribute the

enlightenment of the three worlds ?

To this Raja belongs all prosperity. By these presents he informs the

officers of Government, all Brahmans and others, the patel and rayats

of the village of Piriwiri in the Shakapur pargana, that in the fort

of Mandu, this day 10th Phalgun Shakla of the Samvat year 1267,

he has given away this village in free gift, in commemoration of his

accession, after the prescribed ablutions and due worship of Sambhu,

and with due regard to the fleeting vanities of this world.

20th verse. As the clouds are drifted along by the wind, so enjoy-

ment from the senses lasts but for an instant : the life of man is like

the dew-drop depending from the tip of a blade of grass ; and

virtue is the only friend that will avail in the world to come.
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Thus reflecting upon the vanities of this world, he resolved to

seek the (sure though) invisible rewards of a future state. He there-

fore gave this village to the Brahman Govinda, his purohit, the son

of Jaitrah Sinh, the son of Somadeva, the son of Delana Avasa-

vika, of the Tribe (Prawar) of Ka'shyapa, Vatsara and Naidhkuva,

of the family ( Gotra )
of Ka'shyapa, and a follower of the Madhyan-

dina (or Wajasaneya) shakha or branch of the v'edas. He gave the

whole village to its utmost limits, and all its groves of trees, with

the full usufruct of its rents and revenues and rights, and of all the

moveable property therein, including all right to trove property found

therein, that he and his father and mother may increase in good

works and in reputation. This gift is to last so long as the moon,

and sun, and the
-

earth shall endure, being duly made with consecrated

water on a befitting record and with all reverence. Let the pat£l

and all the inhabitants of this village, bearing the royal generosity

in mind, obey his orders, and make over to him the full usufruct of

all the rights and dues heretofore paid to Government, excepting

only such endowments and grants as have been made to temples

and Brahmans. And let my descendants, and all who may succeed

me, though not of my blood, well understanding that they will there-

by be entitled to a participation in the fruits, preserve and maintain

this grant in its integrity.

It has been written,

—

“ Sagar and many other princes have enjoyed the earth in succes-

sion. But every prince who maintains in full force any grant of a

predecessor, acquires the same religious merit and title to future

reward as the original donor.”

And again it has been said,

—

“ The Raja, who resumes grants of land made as a religious offer-

ing either by himself or by former Rajas, shall become a vile worm

to roll in filthy ordure : and shall drag his ancestors down into the

same pollution. Reflecting that power and wealth and even life

itself, are as unstable as the drop that floats on the leaf of the lotus,

let every man refrain from detracting from the good name and from

perverting the religious merits of another.”

Written.on Thursday, 10th Phalgun, Shudha of the Samvat year

1267, by the Raj-Guru Madana, and with the concurrence of the

most learned Pandit Bilhana.
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II.

—

Note on the white satin embroidered Scarfs of the Tibetan Priests.

By Major T. H. A. Lloyd. With a translation of the motto on the

margin of one presented to the Asiatic Society. By Alex. Csoma

Korosi.

Having received lately, with a letter from Butan, one of the silk

scarfs mentioned by Turner as in use in that country and Tibet,

which, though rather dirty, is of a superior manufacture and more

highly ornamented with figures of deities than those I have heretofore

met with, I think it may be presented as a specimen to the Society.

I can fully confirm Turner’s account of its general use in all inter-

course, and am sorry I have not had any opportunity of ascertaining

the origin of the custom, which is, I believe, peculiar to Tibet, Butan,

and Sikhim. I applied to Mr. Csoma Korosi for an explanation

of the sentences woven in at the ends of the scarf, and that gentleman

has kindly transcribed and translated them. I enclose his notes on

the subject, and to save you the trouble of a reference, I shall copy

what Turner says on this subject; to whose account I can only add

that these scarfs are almost indispensable in all religious offerings, as

well as on the occasions he mentions.

Titalya, 31s? May, 1836. T. H. A. Lloyd.

Extract from Turner’s Embassy, 4to. Edition, 1800.

Page 67. “ We each advanced, presenting, one after the other, a

white silk scarf, or long narrow piece of pelong, fringed at both ends,

as is the custom in these countries, to the Raja, who, keeping his seat

all the time, took them in his hand, and passed them to his zempi.

Page 71. We delivered to the zempi, or master of the ceremonies,

a silk scarf for each of us, which being thrown across our shoulders,

he dismissed us.

Page 72. An inferior, on approaching a superior, presents the

white silk scarf ; and, when dismissed, has one thrown over his neck,

with the ends hanging down in front. Equals exchange scarfs on

meeting, bending towards each other, with an inclination of the body.

No intercourse whatever takes place without the intervention of a

scarf; it always accompanies every letter, being enclosed in the same

packet, however distant the place to which it is dispatched. Two
colours are in use for this manufacture, which is of China, white and

red : the latter is rather confined to the lower orders : the white is

respectful in proportion to its purity and fineness ; there are various

degrees in both. I am yet ignorant of the origin of this custom, but

shall endeavour, at some future time, to obtain an explanation of it.
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P. S.—I may also mention that the kow-tow or nine prostrations,

as knocking the head nine times on the ground, is in these countries

always performed by inferiors approaching their superiors.”
'

Translation of a Tibetan sloka, found on a white piece of China

scarf, called : ^jkrashis kha b,tags, or " scarf of

benediction.”

>sg y qaj'arx(^'<3Bw' t

The same in Roman Character.

Nyin-mo Jde-legs mts’han 6de’-legs, Nyin-mahi gung yang Jde-

legs-shing,

Nyin wts’han rtag-tu 6rda-legs-pahi, rfkon-chog <ysum-gyi ikra-

shis shog.

Translation.

“ Blessed the day ; blessed the night ; the mid-day also being blessed :

may day and night, always return (bring) the special favour of tho

three most precious (holy) ones.”

(Or thus

}

the favour of the eminent three holy ones) the 73^*

being rendered, in Latin, insignis, eminens, &c.

Note.—On the cloth the is not sufficiently distinct
;

I took it first

for ZJVQJEW as in the two former lines ; but now I correct it as it probably

stands on the cloth.

30th May. A. Csoma Korosi.

III.

—

Note on the origin of the Armenian Era, and the reformation of

the Haican Kalendar. By Johannes Avdall, Esq., M. A. S.

While the Ahyssinians, Babylonians, Egyptians, Persians, Bactrians,

and other primitive nations of Asia, have each had their respective

epochs, the people of Armenia, where the descendants of the second

grand progenitor of mankind began to increase and multiply, are not

without a national era of their own. It is not my intention to enter

here into a description of the various eras that have from ancient

times obtained among the people of the East, as they have been

successfully treated of in the chronological works of learned authors.

I shall only confine my observations to the origin of the Armenian

era, and the reformation of the Haican or Armenian kalendar.
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It appears from our historical records that the Armenian era origi-

nated in A. M. 3252, immediately after the coronation of the Arme-

nian king Paroyr. Arbaces, prince of the Medes, it must he

remembered, having availed himself of the assistance of Paroyr, and

of Belesis Nabonassar, a prince of Babylon, succeeded in subvert-

ing the Assyrian kingdom, and proclaiming himself king of Assyria.

Ensigns of royalty were conferred by the conqueror on both of his

powerful allies, each of whom returned from the field of battle to his

respective country. This memorable conquest of Assyria was signa-

lised by the commencement of the era of Nabonassar in Babylon,

and by the origin of the Haican era in Armenia, which dates 743

years before Christ.

The Armenian era was from the commencement regulated accord-

ing to solar years, like the eras of the Babylonians, Medes, Persians,

and Egyptians. The ancients were of opinion that the solar year con-

sisted of 365 days, without paying any regard to the addition of the

six hours, which formed the concluding part of each year. Conse-

quently, the Armenian era, like that of Yezdegiiid the third of Persia,

anticipated the Julian year by one day in every four years. They

divided the year into twelve months, giving to each 30 days, and

added five days at the end, called Aveliaz, which signi-

fies added, and is equivalent to the Greek word pagomen (•nayo/iev
.)

Thus the Armenian calendar year was made to comprise 365 days,

leaving out the six hours. And according to this mode of computa-

tion all the Armenian years are common, but not intercalary. The
following are the names and days of the Armenian months.

Armenian months. Daysofthemths. Total of the days.

‘ijtllt tuu Ujp rp Navasard, 30 30

Hori 30 60

•• Sakmi, .

.

30 90

Sz* - Trey 30 120

^'LTJ • • Kaghoz, . 30 150

lira ••• Araz, 30 180

trl[ufh Mehekan, 30 210

l
• • • Areg, .

.

30 240

Ahekan, . 30 270

ir-i'hh Marery, . 30 300

lT"7"ra • Margaz, . 30 330

i,c n,"h • • Hirotiz, .. 30 360

Aveliaz,. . 5 365

Here in the order of the
Armenian months are to be seen
not only the number of days
thereof, commencing from Na-
vasard, which is the first month
of the year according to the
Armenian era, but also the
total of the days of the year up
to Aveliaz or Pagomen, which
invariably consists of 5 days,

even in leap years.

According to the above mode of computation, the month of Nava-
sard will commence on the 24th of August in the year 1836, and
after a lapse of four years it will begin on the 23rd of August 1840.

3 D
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In this manner it will anticipate the Julian year by one day in every

four years, and after a period of 120 years the difference between

the Armenian and Julian epochs will be 30 days. The lapse of

1460 years will increase this difference to a whole year, and the

beginning of Navasard will again fall on the 24th of August, the day

on which it will have commenced in the year 1836.

It is stated in ancient Armenian chronological works, that the

Armenian era was recommenced on the 11th of July, A. D. 552, on

which day fell the first of Navasard. But the want of an intercalary

day in the Armenian year creates a deviation of the beginning of the

month of Navasard from the day of the Roman month, on which it

originally commenced. We know on the authority of Armenian

authors, that the month of Areg in the early part of the fifth century

corresponded with the month of March. Niersks the Graceful con-

cludes his letter to the Greek Emperor Emmanuel thus :
“ Written

in the Armenian era 619, in the Armenian month of Areg, and in the

Roman month of October.” And in an old manuscript copy of the

Armenian Ritual is stated thus : “Written in the Armenian era 670,

in the month of Mehekan, which corresponds with the month of

August.”

In the year of Christ 551 the Armenian Kalendar was reformed by

the Armenian Pontiff, Moses the Second, a native of the village of

Eliward, in the province of Aragazotn, and eminently distinguished

for his extraordinary talents and profound erudition. On his eleva-

tion to the pontifical throne, he devoted his attention to the reforma-

tion of the Armenian Kalendar. A council was accordingly convened

by him in Duin, consisting of learned Bishops and scientific indivi-

duals, by whose co-operation he succeeded in remodelling the Arme-

nian Kalendar, as much as the circumstances of the times permitted,

bv newly commencing the cycle. Thenceforward the Armenian nation

adopted the reformed Kalendar, and generally began to reckon their

years in accordance with the rule laid down therein. In order to

know the Armenian era, deduct from the Christian era 55
1
years, and

the remainder, whatever it may be, will be the Armenian era required.

For instance, if 551 years be deducted from 1836, the remainder will

be 1285, which is the present Armenian year.

It is usual with the people of Armenia to reckon the hours of the

day from sunset to sunset, in imitation of the custom prevalent in

ancient times amongst the Italians. The day, consisting of 24 hours,

is called in Armenian Aar, which entirely corresponds in sound

with the English word hour

!

In the Armenian language the hours

of the day and night have respectively distinct names, which I shall

state below.
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Names of the hours of the Day. Names of the hours of the Night.

1. Aig, 1. Khavarak,

2. Zaig, 2. Aghjamughj,

3.
u-

Zairazial, 3. u Mithazail,

4. 7$'"" Charagaithail, 4. ^ ujr/iuuotn : Shaghavot,

5. lUfl-UJufi <[k tuji Sharavighail, 5. \yuiTiuu oui i Kamavot,
6. bv'v“""tus Erkrates, 6- (W <u4u.tr s Bavakan,

7* CuA/2«"4"i* Shanthakogh, 7* I
uofS-ajlflhalu Khothapail,

8- Hirakath, 8* Gizak,

9- -. Hur Phailail, 9* |^(,L«iu2fZnf

:

Lusachiem,

10. fo\uji^u[3-lruju Thaghathail, 10- o,«t Aravot,

11.
\
X.n-uj'jomz Araghot, 11* Lusapail,

12. 11/"/'"!- Arphogh. 12* <j) ujj^b-nu Phailazu.

It is recorded in the ancient annals of Armenia, that Armenac, the

son of Haic, had twelve brothers, who were respectively called by

the names of the twelve Armenian months. He had also twenty-four

sisters, who received the respective names of the twenty-four hours

of the day.

The Armenians of British India as well as of other parts of the

globe, have adopted the use of the old Julian style and months in

mercantile transactions, and in their correspondence with Europeans.

IV.

—

Conjectures on the march of Alexander . By M. Court, ancien

eleve de I’ecole militaire de St. Cyr.

[Communicated by Captain C. M. Wade*.]

According to Plutarch, the first country through which Alexander

passed on leaving Hyrcania, was Parthia. I shall therefore set out

from this province, which is supposed to be the modern Khorasdn

;

and what confirms us in this supposition is, that to the south of

Parthia was situated Tabiana, now Thabas, which town is to be found

in this direction between two deserts. Another incontestable proof

is, that the province of Margiana, which was contiguous to Parthia, is

to be found situated in the country of Meimane, watered by the

modern Murg-db, called Margus by the ancients.

Barbie' du Bocage fixes the capital of the Parthian empire at

Nicephorium, or Nishapur. But I must here notice that the town of

Tun may very probably be Parthonisa, of which he makes mention ;

and if this be the case, the tombs which are here to be found are those

of the kings of Parthia.

* We are indebted to tJie kindness of a lady friend for the translation of

M. Court’s valuable Memoir.

—

Ed.

3 d 2
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It was in this province that the traitor Bessus seized the person

of Darius, whom he subsequently assassinated. History does not

record the spot where the assassination took place. From the statement

of Plutarch, it appears Alexander sojourned for some time in

Parthia. After he left this province his march became exceedingly irre-

gular and confused, and we find no historical elucidation of it. Some
historians say that he returned to Ilyrcania ; Plutarch is amongst

those who give us this statement ; others, however, relate that he

marched into Bactriana. Rennel, the geographer, is of opinion, that

on leaving the western provinces of the Caspian Sea he passed

through Aria and Zarangcei to make the conquest of Arachosia, and

that from thence he proceeded to direct his attack upon the Bactrians.

I am led to be of this opinion ; and what most strongly induces me to

adopt it, is the death of Philotas, which was very much anterior to

the murder of Clitus ; and it is well known that the former perished

in Zarangsei, and the latter in Sogdiana. Alexander on leaving

Parthia passed through Aria, which is watered by the modern Arius,

anciently called the Heriroud, and which passed by Herat. He here

built a town, which I imagine must be that called Obeh, situated ten

farsangs to the east of Herat

:

however, this latter town was built by

Alexander, according to the reports of its inhabitants ; but some

geographers refute their statement by giving as their opinion, that

Herat is not the Aria of the ancients. Barbie' du Bocage says, that

Artacvana, otherwise called Aria, was the capital of the province of

this name. In regard to this, I must notice that in my travels from

Ispahan to Yezd, I found the town of Ardecon, in its vicinity, in the

same route, the equally ancient town of Akda, and quite close to this

again was another called Beni-bit. Now these three towns bear in

tbeir names the strongest resemblance to those called Aria, Artacvana,

and Bitaxia, that Barbie of Bocage fixes in Aria Proper. This

country, of which I have just spoken, is situated between Ardistdn and

the province of Yezd, and is no other than the Isatcechoe
(
uraroixoi

)

of the Greeks, where the worship of fire and the institutions of the Magi

were established. I must, moreover, notice that at the distance of two

days’ journey southward of the town of Tun, we enter the territory of

Bucharia, and here meet with ruins, which may be attributed to the

ancient Persians ; but I must observe, that neither in this canton or in

those of the three above-mentioned towns, is any river bearing the

name of Arius to be found.

From Areia, Alexander marched into Zarangaei, now called Sigis-

tan, but a vestige of its ancient name remains in that of the actual

capital called Zarancj, which is no other than the town of Propthasia,

where Alexander put Philotas to death.
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This town was situated at a short distance from the Etymander, now

called the Hhul-mind, which river empties itself into the lake Zdre,

otherwise called Neibendam, known by the ancients under the name of

the lake Arian. This river receives in its course that which flows

from the territorv of Farrah, and which is no other than the Pharma-

cotis of the Greeks, for there is not a doubt that Farrah was the

ancient Phra, the country of the famous Rustam of Persia.

From thence he went into Arachosia, a province watered by the

river Arachotus, which emptied itself into the lake Areiana, an 1

which is the same as the Aracandab, which has its source in the can-

ton of Navor, and which subsequently flows through the territory of

Candahar, and from thence falls into the Hind-mind four farsangs

below Gerishk. The town which was situated on this river, said to be

built by Semiramis, ought to be found amongst the ruins of Candahar,

or more probably it is the ruins of that town which are visible upon

the river Arcassan, four farsangs below Candahar upon the road to

Shikdrpur. Two equally ancient towns are those of Eskarganj,

and of Sher-safa, the ruins of which may be seen upon the road which

leads to Ghazni. As to the Alexandropolis of Arrokhaje, it undoubtedly

is old Candahar. Nicsea appears to me to be Ghazni.

The Macedonian conqueror must necessarily have passed through

Candahar, as the several roads branch off from this town which lead to

India, through Cdbul, Ghazni and Shikdrpur

;

and moreover all the

extent of country to the south of Arachosia, is nothing but one desert

of moving sands, which occupy a distance of forty farsangs, stretch-

ing over as far as the country of Neskhi and Karan, which form a

part of Baluchistan.

To the north of Arachosia we find the country of the Paropamiscci,

separated from Bactriana, by a high chain of mountains, to which the

name of Caucasus was given by the companions of Alexander, out of

compliment to this prince, who wished to traverse them. Here they

found a cavern that they transformed into the cave of Prometheus.

I have been assured that a similar cavern does exist in the envi-

rons of Candahar, at the spot called Khar-Jemshid-jan. The moun-

tainous part of the country of Parapamissei is now inhabited by

Hazards, amongst whom exist a tribe of the Bactiaris, who doubtless

are a descent from the intrepid Bactrians who offered such a valorous

resistance to Alexander, and who repulsed him several times before

they were made to surrender. I presume that this conqueror penetrat-

ed into this country, either by re-ascending the valley watered by the

Aracand-ab, or by passing through the defiles of the chain of Gul-

kau, near Ghazni, where we may remark some dykes built here by
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Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi. In this passage he had to penetrate

through heavy falls of snow before he could reach Bactria, the capital

of Bactriana, which they say must have been the same as Bulkh.

This country, according to Barbie' du Bocage, extended to the south

of the Oxus, a large river which stretched as far as the Paropamisus.

It compromises Bactriana, properly so called, and the country of Mar-

giana, of which I have already spoken.

Oxyartes, the father of Roxana, was king of the whole of this

country.

It was at Bactria that Alexander condemned Bessus to have his

nose and ears mutilated. Calisthenes was arrested at the place called

Cariata. Plutarch relates, that Alexander was on the banks or

confines of the Oxus when he first meditated the conquest of India.

The route which he pursued is, I imagine, the one now adopted by

the caravans which pass from Balkh to Cdbul, and which appears to

be the only passable road through which this mountainous country

can be traversed.

This road passes through the territory of Bamiana, a very ancient

town, not far from which are to be found the prodigious ruins named

Gulgula. Six kos further, we meet with others that are attributed to

Zohak Shah ; and at the place called Siggan, there are the remains of

a fortress, the building of which the inhabitants attribute to Alexan-

der. If this tradition be well founded, there is not a doubt that it must

have been in this spot that Alexander built the town in the country

of the Paropamissei, and from whence he proceeded to Cophenes.

This starting point is a stumbling-stone for geographers, inasmuch

as none of them have been able to determine its exact position. For,

proceeding in their narration from thence, some state that he marched

to Cow, which they mistake for Cophenes ; and had he done so, he

must have quitted the Paropamissei, gone through the defiles of Ghazni,

and have precipitated himself from thence to the cantons of Gerdiz

and Lougird

;

then crossing the country of the Bangishs he would

have proceeded to Peucelaotis by the route of Kohat. In this case

Borikrajan must be Arigoeum, of which we find mention made in

history. But I would observe, that along this route no such impor-

tant river as the Coplienes is to be found ; and then again how im-

probable it appears that Alexander, who had such an immense

tract of land to explore, would have ordered his generals Heph.es-

tion and Perdiccas to conduct a division through a track so dis-

tant as that through Peucelaotis. It is then more probable that

he must have taken the road to Cdbul, and from thence dismissed

his generals, with orders to proceed in their route to Jelalubad,
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and he himself pursued that which led to Lagman, and which an-

swers the historical description, being very rugged and mountainous,

hut still such as to allow the cavalry to penetrate through it. From

thence he could give assistance to that division of his army which

were detached towards Peucelaotis.

Whilst pursuing this train of supposition, I cannot help observing

that the Macedonian conqueror must of necessity have passed through

Cabul

;

for its geographical position is so brilliant, so advantageous,

that it is a military position which we cannot but suppose that he

noticed, and therefore traversed it.

It is then only the more unaccountable, that to this day that no

geographer has been able to ascertain the ancient name of this town,

the foundation of which the inhabitants attribute to Keikobad. From
the fertility and luxuriance of this territory, I am led to think that it

must be the same as Cabura or Ortospanum, of which Babbie' do

Bocage speaks, describing it as “ a town situated upon the route

which led from the Alexandria of the Areians to India, and which was

not very far from the Paropamisan Alexandria.”

Rennel’s opinion appears to be erroneous when he says, that the

Cow-mid of Baber Shah is the same as the Cophenes, the principal

branches of which, he adds, are rivers flowing from the Ghazni and

Guerdiz

;

for the river Ghazni, according to the account given by

its neighbouring inhabitants, empties itself into a lake which is

situated at the south of Moukkor, in the canton of Zermele. As

to the branch called the Guerdiz, it is no other than a narrow

stream, and can scarcely be denominated a river. On the other hand,

he adds, that the river of Cophenes was defined as the eastern boun-

dary of the province of Paropamisus, of which Alexandria was the

capital. I must observe, that from the direction the Coiv takes in its

course, it goes too far southward of the Paropamisus to form its

eastern boundary
;
what he says there seems to have a more just refer-

ence to the province of Arachosia.

I am very tenacious, then, of my opinion, that the Cophenes must

be the same as the river of Cabul. This river has its source in the

country of the Hazards, betwixt Bamian and Cabul

;

it has its fall in

the mountains of Meidan, through which runs the road which leads

from Cabul to Balkh

;

from thence it traverses Cabul, and receives

below this town the river of Shdikabad, which also takes its source

from the Hazards

;

a little lower still it is enlarged by its junction

with the Panje-shir

;

this takes place at the spot called Teng-carun.

From thence it proceeds in its course through a mountainous part of

the country, and empties itself in the western extremity of the valley
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of Lagman, where it receives the waters of the Alumkhar, which flow

downwards from that territory. We follow it from thence into the

valley of Jeldldbad, where it is enlarged by its junction with the

Surkh-iib, which rises in Peivar

;

and then again it receives the Khondr,

which flows through Kaferistdn. In leaving this deep valley it passes

anew through the mountains of Dekha, and empties itself at Micheni

in the province of Peshawar; and when passing a short distance

from Ashnagar, it receives below that town the Ji/id, which flows

from the country of Baajor, then passes by Nouchareh, Akhora and

Jengir, and from thence finally empties itself into the Indus ; and

here we lo e it about half a league below the fortress of Attok*. From

Cdibul to Jeldldbad it is known by the name of the river Cdbul, in the

Moumends by that of Khameh, at Pishdwar they give it the name of

Kagoumun, and below that it is called Landeh, by the Kattuks and

Yusufzies.

From its source to Ashnagar it abounds in rapids, which make it quite

unnavigable in the rainy season, and more particularly so during the

heavy falls of snow, which swell it out to a prodigious breadth. I

have above concluded that Alexander took the route to Lagman,

after having ordered his generals to go to Pencelaotis.

The Aspii and the Thyraei that he attacked, appear to me to be the

Buzbins and the Tuuris, who inhabit the mountainous part of the

country which separates the valleys of Lagman and of Jeldldbad from

the territory of Cabal. As to the town of Arigaeum, which was found

beyond these mountains, it may be Alichung, a very ancient town

situated in the valley of Lagman. That of Tigueri, which is here to

be observed near the rivers of Meitarlam, is also of a very ancient

date. The two rivers of Choe and of Evaspla, that he must have

crossed in order to arrive, must in all probability be the Penj-shir

and Alumkhar.

The valley of Lagman, as also that of Jeldldbad, were formerly in-

habited by an idolatrous people, who were driven after the first con-

quests of the Mahomedans beyond the chain of Hindu-kou, the Emodus

of the ancients. They are now known under the names Sidposh or

Kaferis, and the country that they inhabit is just below that of Ka-

feristdn.

* The latter part of its course may be traced on a map, which we have been
permitted to copy from M. Court’s original survey on its way to the Asiatic

Society of Paris, and which, with a few extracts from his geographical notes on
the country, will appear in our next number.—Ed.
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These nations declare that they are descendants of the Ghoris,

which name resembles greatly that of Gurcei, of which notice is taken

in history.

At Jeldlabdd ruins of a considerable extent are to be found : their

origin is not, however, known. It is the same with those that may

be observed three stages further off, near the defile of the Kheibers,

and which are called Pishboulak. These last are situated on the

northern range of the chain of Sefidkolt, and not far from thence is

the village of Azarno, which one meets in the road from Jeldlabdd

to Peshawar. In these ruins are to be found some medals exactly like

those of Manikydla

;

and from this I am led to believe that these

towns must be of equal antiquity. It remains now to discover what

were the names by which they were then called. The Muminds

appear now to occupy the country of the Assaceni, against whom
Alexander marched, after having crossed the Guraeus. This river,

which he crossed with great difficulty, appears to me to be the

Khonar, a river the stream of which is very rapid and full of

polished stones, like the Alumkhar : it flows from Kaferistan. If it

be not this river, it must be that of Cdbul itself, which here took the

name of Guraeus, from the Ghoraeus which inhabited the banks, or

rather the Jinde which traverses the country of Bajru.

From thence Alexander went into the country of Bajru, called

by us Bijore. This town is situated 60 kos N. N. W. of Peshd-

xoar

:

is very ancient, and we may there find many medals like those

of Manikyala. It remains to be proved if it is really there that we
find the Bazira of the Greeks. This mountainous country is trav^'sed

by the river Jinde, which divides it from the canton of Suwdt, and

which after having emptied itself into the defiles of the Tengui passes

to the west of Ashnagar, throwing itself from thence into that of

Cdbul. If Bajor be the Bazira of the Greeks, it is in this country that

we must search for the famous mountain of Aornus, the seizure of

which was one of Alexander’s most brilliant exploits.

From this country Alexander passed towards the Indus, and took

possession of the town and fortress of Peucelaotis, which Heph^estion

and Perdiccas had been besieging for upwards of a month.

Several geographers think that this province is the same as that

of Peshdwar. In this case the Malamantus, upon which Peucela was

built, is no other than the river Barreh, which flows downwards from

the Kheiber mountains, and which loses itself in that of Cdbul. Rennel,

led into error by Forster, supposes that Pakkheri, which he calls

Pukkholi, was the Peucelaotis of the Greeks. This last town was

found at the west of the Indus, whilst Pakkheri was at the east of

3 D
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this stream, and at a considerable distance from it, and moreover in

a mountainous country, where the Indus has never been able to

change its course. Besides, Peucelaotis was contiguous to Bazira, a

town that they suppose must have been Bajur.

From Peucelaotis Alexander returned on his steps, directing his

march towards the north-west, in order to investigate Aornus. After

the capture of this rock, he made a second expedition into the country

of the Assaceni, between Bazira and Peucelaotis.

Ashnagar, which several geographers mistake forMassaga, the capital

of the Assaceni, appears to me to be the town of Nysa. Its vicinity

to Cophenes, and above all what Plutarch states that Alexander

said to the Macedonians, who hesitated and seemed to fear encoun-

tering so deep a river, all corroborate my conjecture. I must, besides,

observe, that three kos below this town, and on the borders of the Cd-

bul, is the village of Nysetta, where there are some vestiges to be found.

All the suburbs of Ashnagar are scattered over with vast ruins, of none

of which we know the origin, and where we find some very ancient

medals. The actual fortress of Ashnagar overlooks this territory.

In starting from thence to the Indus we meet no other river, with

the exception of a small stream which flows from the Babuzies, and

which passes between the Hottl and the Kapourdigarhi to throw itself

from thence into the river Cdbul, below the Nouchareh.

At six kos to the N. E. of Ashnagar is the mountain of Behhi,

isolated upon a vast plain, and upon which may be remarked the

ruins of a very vast town, which seems to be of most ancient date,

and which, according to the reports of its present inhabitants, was the

residence of the ancient kings of that country. Specimens of bas reliefs

may there be found ; also the remains of an aqueduct, bv which thence

the waters of Ashnagar were carried to the town. At eight kos to

the north of Behhi we see the summit of a mountain, situated between

the canton of the Babuzies and the massive ruins of a fortress, which

was only accessible by a path cut through the rock.

This spot is called Pelley. At 18 kos N. E. of Ashnagar we see on

the southern range of the mountain called Kohganga the vast ruins of

a town, that the present inhabitants say was peopled bv idolaters, and

which is quite close to the existing town Bazar. At 15 kos to the east of

Ashnagar is the actual town of Kapourdigarhi, which from its locality

might well be the ancient Caspatvrus, the capital of the Gandarii,

which is placed by our geographers to the east of Assaceni, on the

western bank of the river Indus.

I have remarked, that close to this town is an inscription in charac-

ters quite similar to those we observe on the ancient Indian medals
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of Manila/ala*

.

To the west of this town is the territory of Hotti or

Hoddi, which received its name from an ancient sovereign of this

country, who might have been the Omphis who surrendered himself

to Alexander.

On the western bank of the Indus ruins may be observed at Pevur

Toppi, Hound, and Mahamadpur. Those of Hound are all striking,

and there may be found blocks of marble containing inscriptions

traced in characters quite unknown to the inhabitants.

As for the ruins of Mahamadpur, situated at the junction of the

Indus and the river Cdbul, they are, we are told, more than two thou-

sand years of age. After having exhausted the above facts relative to

the country of the Youzoufzies, I shall be led to form more than one

conjecture on the true position of Bazira ; but I have been quite per-

plexed by Rennel, who says that “ Alexander after his arrival at

the bridge made an inland excursion into the country situated on the

western banks of the Indus, to visit the town of Nysa, and that he

subsequently penetrated into the country situated between the two

rivers of Cophenes and Indus.”

Being quite devoid of all references or means of solving my doubts,

I am obliged to adopt the supposition of this judicious guide.

As to the Assaceni who inhabit the lower part of the western bank

of the Indus, they are only inhabitants of Katteuk, and the town of

Ora is perhaps the same as Akhora. As to that of Sabissa or Capissa,

we must seek for it in the canton of Lachittiri, or in that of Kohdt.

As relates to Aornus, which is situated in this country, and of which

Alexander made himself master, it is probably the castle which was

opposite Attok, and the vestiges of which we see upon the summit of

the mountain : its foundation is attributed to Raja-Hoddi. Accord-

ing to some geographers, Attok is the town of Taxila ; through which

the army of Alexander effected the passage of the Indus. If it be

not this town, we must recognize it in that of Torbila : the locality of

the ruins which we there remark lead me to form this conjecture. It

is possible besides, that this name may have undergone some change

in its orthography. We know that the Greeks were not exact in

their mode of spelling the names of the towns and countries which

they invaded.

* We have written to M. Court to request, if it be possible, that facsimiles

may be procured, both of the inscription near Ashnagar
,
and of those on the

marble blocks at Hound. The Pehlevi inscription copied by M. Court from

one of the Manikyala topes has excited very great interest at Paris : it would

be very desirable to obtain a precise facsimile of it.

—

Ed.

3 d 2
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V.

—

Experimental Researches on the Depressions of the JVet-bulb Hygro-

meter. By James Prinsep, F. R. S. Sec. Js. Soc.

At the first meeting of the British Association for the advancement

of Science, the Committee appointed to draw up a list of desiderata

in the various departments of science, included among the objects of

meteorological inquiry an investigation of the theory of the wet-bulb

hygrometer : and in the circular then prepared, and at the subsequent

annual meetings repeated, the Meteorological Committee was pleas-

ed to compliment with its favourable notice the papers published

anonymously on this subject in the Calcutta “ Gleanings in Science."

The requisition of the British Association appears to have remained

unanswered until the Dublin meeting in August last, when Professor

Apjohn, of the Royal College of Surgeons in Dublin, brought forward

the results of his own experiments, and expounded a simple and elegant

formula which he had in every case found to agree with them, and

to be practically applicable to the various conditions of the problem.

Dr. Apjohn’s papers are published in the Philosophical Magazine

for March, October and December, 1835 ; and it is principally an obser-

vation in the opening of his memoir which induces me to revert to

the subject. “ In the first report,” he says, “ mention is made of a

register of observations kept in the East Indies, which, as belonging

to high temperatures, would necessarily exhibit great depressions, and

would therefore be valuable as a standard of comparison ; but I have

in vain searched for the Calcutta Journal ‘ Gleanings in Science,’ in

which they are said to be contained.”

In one respect we may deem it fortunate that the sluggish circula-

tion of our humble periodical had not attained the shores of Ireland ;

if to the want of the data which “ the Gleanings” might have fur-

nished we are indebted for the series of experiments undertaken by

Dr. Apjohn ; for the more varied these may be, and the more numer-

ous the observers, the more confidence may reasonably be placed in

any formula that may accommodate itself to the whole.

I might without vanity claim to my own share as large a portion of

the labour of experimental investigation as has rewarded the patience of

any observer of the wet-bulb indications ; having, with little intermis-

sion, registered daily observations since 1822 ; but I am more anxious

to claim for my lamented fellow labourer. Captain Herbert, the merit

of having treated the theoretical portion of the subject—I will not say

in a more philosophical manner than had hitherto been followed,

because Gay Lussac had before exercised his masterly hand upon it,

but,—in a manner equally sound in principle and creditable to himself.
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considering that he had not the means of referring to the original

memoir of the French philosopher, and that he had only the erroneous

views of the Edinburgh Encyclopediato guide, or rather to misguide, him.

In Captain Herbert’s first paper*, he reviewed with unsparing

criticism the paralogistic reasonings of the Encyclopedist, Mr. Ander-

son, and pointed out the true basis of the wet-bulb depression so

nearly in accordance with the views of Dr. Apjohn, of Dr. Hudson

his coadjutor, and of M. Gay Lussac, that it establishes the general

correctness of all, although the particular formula which he proceeded

to build upon it, naturally agreed best with the data that my own
experiments, published also in the Gleanings of March 1829, had

furnished to him. He had fortified himself for the investigation by

previous study of the doctrine of the latent heat of gaseous bodies,

upon which subject he had published a brief but luminous essay in

the Oriental Magazine for September 1827 ; and certainly no subject

has so much needed a sprinkling of rationality to lay the dust of

unphilosophical hypothesis which even yet remains to obscure a plain

question
; so much so, that Dr. Hudson, one of our Dublin competi-

tors, while he acknowledges the dependence of the problem on the

relative capacity for heat of air and aqueous vapour, “ will not dwell

on this method nor the corrections it would require, placing no reli-

ance on the truth of the requisite assumptions]-.”

But before entering into a review of the various theories that have

been adopted by others, it may be preferable to describe in as succinct

a manner as is consistent with clearness, the course I originally pur-

sued to supply the experimental requisites for calculation, and upon

which I ventured to form a table] for the reduction of wet-bulb indica-

tions to hygrometric degrees in 1828-9§. I have recently concluded a

second and even more extended series of similar experiments, with the

advantage of superior means and apparatus, which have enabled me
to prosecute some branches of the inquiry that I believe have not

before engaged sufficient attention.

In all hygrometric speculations it is usual to consider the state of

extreme moisture, or the point of aqueous saturation of the air, as

* Gleanings, Yol. I. p. 45.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. VII. p. 259.

+ Gleanings, Vol. I. p. 81.

§ Before this period in 1827, I furnished a “ table of multipliers” for reducing

the depressions into aqueous tensions, calculated from three years meteorolo-

gical observations at Benares with this instrument and the hair hygrometer. The

Royal Society, who did me the unexpected lionor to publish my registers, retrench-

ed this table, and the notes which accompanied it. They had been, however, in

the mean time printed in the Calcutta Oriental Magazine for March, 1827.
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represented by 100”
; while extreme dryness, or entire absence of

aqueous vapour, is expressed by 0°. The intervening degrees com-

prehend every intermediate state of moisture that can possibly occur,

and conveniently express the percentage of actual moisture present, or

as it is more scientifically termed, the centesimal tension of the vapour.

The point of saturation on the wet-bulb instrument (100) is indicated

by 0°, because evaporation, and the cold consequent on it, then ceases.

The questions to be solved then are, 1st, What is the maximum depres-

sion, which corresponds to perfect dryness (0) in the assumed scale, for

every temperature ?—and 2nd, What is the value of each intermediate

degree (Fahrenheit) of depression of the wetted thermometer in terms

of the centesimal tension or 100 hvgrometric degrees above alluded to ?

I. There is one very easy method of attaining the first object : viz.,

by exposing a wet-bulb thermometer to a current of perfectly dry

air of various temperatures. This was the mode pursued by Gat

Lussac between the temperatures 32° and 70°, in 1827 : by inyseif

in 1829, between 70° and 140°, and recently continued up to 700°

Fahrenheit : it is the plan proposed to be pursued by Dr. Hudson*,

and employed in the test experiments of Professor Apjohn in 1835f.

In fact, this is the only accurate plan of testing the maximum depres-

sion, which is to represent 0° on the hvgrometric scale : for the

exposure of a wet-bulb thermometer in still air dried to the utmost,

fails to produce a maximum, the instrument being necessarily sur-

rounded with a medium not perfectly dry. Dr. Apjohn makes the

error by this method ?th ; I have found it about ^oth.

II. The second question, as to the value of intermediate depres-

sions ? may be ascertained by drying the air to various points, as 20,

30, 40 per cent, which can be done by exposing it to various saline

liquids, or more conveniently to sulphuric acid of different strength,

and then submitting the thermometer to a current of it as before.

This mode was used long since by M. Gay Lussac in testing the

value of the degrees of Saussure’s hair hygrometer, and it was fol-

lowed by myself in a repetition of the same train of experiments in

1825+. To obtain, however, an equable current of wholly or of

partially dried air for a sufficient duration of time, is by no means

easy ; nor do I think that air merely passed through a tube containing

sulphuric acid or chloride of lime, without remaining in protracted

contact with it, would be thoroughly deprived of moisture. At any

rate, to ensure confidence, there should be the means at hand of record-

* Phil. Mag. Vol. VII. p. 260.

+ Ditto, p. 271.

f See Brande’s Journal of the Royal Institution, XXII. 28.
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ing its actual state. M. Gat Lussac merely dried his air by chloride

of lime, and his depressions will be seen to be all below the mark.

Professor Apjohn states, that he pressed air from a caoutchouc bag

through three of Wolfe’s bottles, passing it thrice through the acid

on its way to the thermometers. This must have been inconvenient

and difficult to regulate, and the knowledge of the real condition of the

air was withheld ; although there can be little doubt that it was

thoroughly dried. My own method was to dry the air previously for

days or even weeks in a large gasometer, whence it could be driven

in a very uniform current. The secret of the facility I enjoyed in this

respect lay in the substitution of cocoanut oil for loater in the reser-

voirs of my gasometers, which not only prevented the accession of

moisture, but preserved the gas unaltered for any length of time ;—

I

have fearlessly lighted a jet of hydrogen that had stood two years in

my gasometer !

There are other modes of obtaining intermediate stages of dryness :

the most obvious is by using the atmosphere itself of a dry or damp

day, first ascertaining by Dalton’s dewpoint experiment its actual

hygrometric state, and noting the corresponding indication of the wet

bulb thermometer ; the averages of a good meteorological register

are of this kind. Again, when damp air is artificially heated by pas-

sage through a warm tube, the capacity of the warm air for water

being increased while the dew point remains unchanged, an effect tan-

tamount to using drier air may be obtained and exactly estimated.

The rarefaction of air also, (in the absence of the means of fresh

supply of water) produces a measurable diminution of the ratio of

humidity per given volume. These simple methods have been used

by all experimenters, particularly by Leslie himself, the original pro-

jector of the evaporation-hygrometer.

In describing, therefore, my experiments directed to the two main

inquiries, it will save some circumlocution to designate the methods

pursued as, 1st, dry air current ; 2nd, current of air having given

aqueous tension ; 3rd, heated air of known tension ; 4th, rarified air

do
;
and 5th, dew-point comparisons.

But there are other important branches of inquiry necessary besides

the above two, ere we can hope for a formula to satisfy all conditions

of the wet-bulb problem.

III. The experimental effect of diminished and augmented atmo-

spheric pressure ?

IV. The amount of depression in other gaseous media ? and

V. The effect of greater or less velocity of the air on the tempera-

ture of evaporation ? This effect has been sufficiently examined by
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Dalton himself, as regards the quantity of water evaporated. Theo-

retically, however, it has no influence on its temperature ; and this is

confirmed by experiment, under certain limitations.

With such an appalling complication of influences to be traced out,

J
t is hardly to be wondered at that M. Gay Lussac himself should have

given up the prosecution of the wet-bulb problem, or that the Editor of

the Royal Institution Journal* should have joined in its condemnation

at a time when the elegant method of Daniell was winning general fa-

vor. Nevertheless, independently of its direct preferability as the most

simple mode of registering the humidity of the air, the problem itself

is of the highest importance, in the solution not only of very many

phenomena in pneumatics and meteorology, but of such standard doc-

trinal points of theory, as the latent heat of gases and steam ; and

others of practiced utility—as the artificial production of ice and cold.

I shall have occasion to adduce a few illustrations ere I conclude ;

but I must now proceed to my first series of experiments.

§ 1. 0« the curve of maximum depression.

The apparatus used for drying the air is seetionally depicted in

Plate XXI. fig. 1, where a is a dish containing concentrated sulphuric

acid enclosed in a 120 pint gasometer. Another similar dish rests in

the glass double bell receiver b, wherein are suspended a hair hygrome-

ter (the only instrument applicable as a tell-tale, and indeed an inva-

luable hygrometer for every purpose) and a delicate thermometer.

Through this receiver the air of the gasometer passes to the stopcock

and short glass tube c, in which is placed a small thermometer, cover-

ed with muslin and dipped in distilled water at the moment before the

experiment commences.

The only difference in the order of M. Gay Lussac’s experiments,

being, as I have stated above, that he employed chloride of lime with-

out a tell-tale hygrometer
, while in my first Benares series I employed

the same salt with this addition, it would be easy to apply to that

philosopher’s results the correction I found necessary for the want of

complete desiccation in my case. At all events, as his series compre-
hends low temperatures, which were beyond my reach in India, it will

render my review of the question more complete to insert his valuable

table, converting the centigrade expressions into those of Farenheit’s

thermometer. In the fourth column I have added the aqueous ten-

sions! at the wet-bulb temperature
; and in the fifth, the quotients of

* Jour. Roy. lust. XV. 296.

t By Biot’s formula founded on Dalton’s experiments, and published iu

the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, Mr. Anderson’s article Hygrometry.
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the depressions divided by these tensions, which will be found to be

the key to the formation of a formula for the problem.

Tab. I.—Depressions observed by M. Gay Lussac.

Temp, of Wet-bulb Depression Aq. tens Qut. of Temp, of- Wet bulb Depression Aq.tens. Qut.
dry air therm. wet-bulb at t\ D -4-/ dry air. therm. wet bulb. at r. D -r-

t V D f t V D /'
e 0 o in 0 0 0 in

32.0 22.0 10.0 .139 72 57.2 38.7 18.5 .252 73
33.8 22.8 11.0 .143 76 59.0 39.5 19.5 .260 75

35.6 24.1 11.5 .153 75 60.8 40.6 20.2 .268 75
37.4 25.4 12.0 .157 76 62.6 41.7 20.9 ,280 75
39.2 26.9 13.3 .166 74 64.4 42.9 21.5 .292 73
41.0 27-9 13.1 .172 76 66.2 44.0 22.2 .304 74
42.8 29.1 13.7 .179 76 68.0 45.1 22.9 .316 72
44.6 30.2 14.4 .186 72 69.8 45.2 23.6 .317 74
46.4 31.5 14.9 .195 77 71.6 47.3 24.3 .340 71

48.2 32.7 15.5 .204 76 73.4 48.4 25.0 .354 70
50.0 33.9 16.1 .213 75 75.2 49.5 25.7 .363 71
51.8 34.9 16.9 .220 77 77.0 50.5 26.5 .380 70
53.6 36.1 17.5 .231 76

Average ratio of depression to aq. t., 74

It will he remarked, that with exception of the three or four last ex-

periments, the depression follows a nearly uniform ratio to the aqueous

tension, being 74 times greater. The air in the last four was doubt-

less not quite so dry as in the others ; for in my own first series, which

begins nearly where the French table leaves off, the depressions are

found considerably in excess of M. Gay Lussac’s results.

In the series in question the presence of the hair hygrometer enables

me to make an approximate correction for imperfect dryness founded

on a coincidence, which will be explained hereafter, between the curve

of depressions and the curve of the hygrometer, so that nine degrees

of the latter + or—, for instance, will nearly represent 9 per cent. +
or—in the depression, near the dry extremity of the scale*. The baro-

metric correction will be also explained further on.

Tab. II.

—

Maximum Depressions determined at Benares.

Temp, of Wet-bulb Observed Barom. Hair Corrected Corrected Aqueous Quotient
dry air Therm, depression. at 32° Hygrom. depression. wet bulb tens, at t' of

t d B H D V r D -~f’
Q Q Q 0 o in

72.5 47.2 25.3 29.43 9.5 27.5 45.0 .315 87

75.0 48.2 26.8 .52 9.5 29.3 45.7 .321 91

78.5 52.1 26.4 .30 9.5 29.3 49.7 .369 78

82.6 54.8 27.8 .26 9.5 30.3 52.3 .403 75

83.5 54.5 29.0 .25 8. 31.3 52.2 .402 77

84.7 55.0 29.7 .30 9.5 32.3 52.4 .405 80

85.0 55.0 30.0 .30 8 32.2 52.8 .411 80

85.0 54.8 30.2 .20 8 32.5 52.5 .407 80

90.2 56.8 33.4 .15 9 36.1 54.1 .429 82

90.3 56.7 33.6 .15 8 35.9 54.4 .434 83

In continuation of the foregoing, 1 will now give the Calcutta

series, in which sulphuric acid was used in lieu of chloride of lime.

* This mode of correction was not adopted in my former paper, and the de-

pressions were consequently too low.

3 F
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and a greater dryness consequently attained
; though in some cases I

had not the patience to wait until the hygrometer marked 0 : in fact,

if it did, there was usually enough of moisture in the passages of the

gasometer to cause a fall of 1 or degrees in the tell-tale hair hygro-

meter, ere the air reached the vent.

Tab. II. 2nd pt.—Maximum. Depressions determined at Calcutta.

Temp, of Wet-bulb Observed Barom. Hair Corrected) Corrected Aqueous Quotient
dry air Therm. depression at 32° Hygrom. depression. ' wet-bulb tens, at * of

t t' d B H D t' /' D ±f’
o o o o o in

94.8 57.8 37.0 29.67 5 38.7 56.1 .459 84
94.6 57.3 37.3 .51 1 ? 37.7 56.9 .471 80
96.4 58.4 38.0 .43 2 40.0 56.4 .462 82
92.0 56.1 35.9 .50 3 37.0 55.0 .442 84
88.7 54.4 34.3 .55 3 35.2 52.5 .406 86
87.0 54.8 32.2 .44 4 ? 33.4 53.6 .420 79
83.1 52.1 32.0 .50 2 32.5 50.6 .381 85
88.2 54.5 33.7 .46 3 34.6 53.6 .420 82
82.6 51.7 30.9 .50 2 31.4 50.2 .376 81
80.9 51.1 29.8 .55 1 30.1 50.8 .384 78

The same uniformity in the quotients of the last column will be

remarked in these two tables, but the average is now SI .8, considerably

higher than the Paris result.

Having thus by the ordinary atmospheric temperature of a Cal-

cutta laboratory in May, brought up ray train of observations to

96°
; and finding that the depressions so much exceeded those for the

same portion of the series ascertained at Benares by suspending a

wet-bulb thermometer in a vessel of sulphuric acid heated succes-

sively from 90° to 140°*, I devised the following method of extending

the dry- air current series to temperatures still more elevated.

In the first place, the gas-pipe of the gasometer was encased for

about four feet of its length in a larger leaden pipe connected with

my small steam engine, so that a current of steam could be main-

tained in the latter during the continuance of the experiments, as

is shewn in fig. 2. PI. XXI. The extremity of the gas-pipe terminated

in a glass tube holding, first, a dry thermometer, and an inch further

on, the wet-bulb thermometer, inserted through corks.

On letting on the steam, (the two thermometers being stationary at

92°,) one began to rise rapidly, while the other fell very slowly. I

could not, however, succeed in getting the former to rise beyond 1 90°,

though the steam itself was at 215°. The wet-bulb then stood at 85°.

0

and it fell to 80°.4 at 180°:—80 at 170, and 79.5 at 166. The

* See Gleanings, I. 79. I purposely exclude these results in the present

place, lest they should confuse the view ; but they are, nevertheless, valuable in

another sense, as shewing the difference, between the depression in calm air and

in a current. .
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fluctuations of the dry thermometer being so considerable for a nearly

stationary temperature of evaporation, it was somewhat difficult to

determine the exact terms of coincidence ; but the above are selected

as the best from a great many readings recorded in my note book.

In a second experiment with air containing ths of aq. ten. at

94°.3 (— ths at 170°) the dry thermometer became stationary at

170°, with the wet at 87°. 7.

In a third trial, aq. ten .65 at 94.6 (= ‘i% at 180) the stationary

points were 180, and 90.

In a fourth, dew-pt. 74.3 (aq. ten. = 4.4 at 190) the same points

were 190 and 92.2—Bar. 29.50.

Barometer Thermom. iu Wet-bulb Observed Cen. aq. Corr. Aqueous Quotient
curt, of air. Thermom. depression, tens. fordo, tens, at/' D —

0 0 0 • J

29.55 190 85 105.0 0 ? 0? 1.17 89
180 80.4 ? 99.6 0 0 1.01 98?
170 80. 90. 0 0 1.00 90

29.50 190 92.2 97.8 .044 + 7.2 ? 1.17 89
180 90. 90. .065 + 7.4 ? 1.12 87
170 87.7 82.3 .07 + 7.7 ? 1.00 70

Observing the very rapid increase of the evaporating dep ression

with the rise of the temperature, I perceived that I might safely carry

my experiment to much higher limits than the boiling point of water.

I accordingly next passed the current of dry air through a porcelain

tube maintained at a bright orange heat in a Black’s furnace (fig. 3,

PI. XXI.) At the further end of the tube a lateral hole was perforated

to admit the bulb of the thermometer, coated with two-fold muslin

that it might hold a larger supply of moisture. It was necessary to

watch the experiment carefully, as, the moment the water was removed,

a sudden rise took place, which would have otherwise broken the thermo-

meter, while the cloth and cork were instantly charred with the heat. The

actual temperature of the dry current was then estimated in the following

manner : a thermometer, with the tip of its stem left open, was held

mid-tube in the position previously occupied by the wet-bulb. In a

few minutes the mercury boiled off, shewing that the temperature

somewhat exceeded 656°. A very thin slip of tin was instantly fused :

one of lead was then held within the tube, but it required to be

passed a little in advance of the position of the wet-bulb ere it

melted :—we may therefore assume the heat of the dry air to have

been under 700°. Two experiments agreed precisely in giving the

temperature of evaporation 145°. With a very rapid current the wet-

bulb thermometer fell to 144°, but probably the air had not then time

to get thoroughly heated in traversing the furnace.

3 f 2
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There would have been little satisfaction in carrying this train of

research further, because of the difficulty of measuring the tempera-

ture ; otherwise it is evident that the coated thermometer might be

safely trusted in a mucb greater heat, ere it would itself reach even

the boiling point of water under the ordinary pressure ; an illustration

of which will be hereafter mentioned, but, not being strictly experi-

mental, it cannot be introduced here.

Having however accumulated abundant data for the formation of an

experimental curve, I may proceed to throw them together in the

form of a diagram (fig. 4.), and to compare at once the results with the

various formulae that have been proposed by different philoso-

phers.

As, however, each author has employed different algebraic charac-

ters for working out the problem, it will be better first to bring them

to common terms, adopting the most simple expressions : thus let

t — the temperature of the air.

t' = the temperature of a wet-bulb, or of an evaporating surface.

t" = the temperature of saturation, or the dew-point,

then/,/', and/" may be conveniently used to represent the force of

aqueous vapour, at t, V, and t" respectively, d, the depression, is of

course = t— t’, and not absolutely wanted, but it is frequently a more

convenient expression ; and D may be also used to distinguish the

maximum depression in dry air, when f" = 0.

Now supposing the increasing temperatures, t, to be represented

by the abscissse of the divided line TT, the observed depressions

may be laid off as ordinates, through the apices of which a dotted

line being drawn, will form an experimental curve of maximum de-

pression, for which a mathematical expression is required.

Next, to collect the materials for the theoretical curves to be entered

m the same diagram, we must take a cursory view of the existing

theories.

Leslie, who must be regarded as the inventor of the wet-bulb

hygrometer, deserves the precedence in this inquiry. His experi-

ments were conducted by approaching a dry and a wet thermometer

together gradually towards a heated furnace in a closed chamber.

The Professor calculated the hygrometric conditions of the air as its

heat rose ; and on comparing his results, he was led to the conclusion,

that as the caloric necessary to convert water into steam was = 6000

degrees of his instrument, and the capacity of air was fths that of

water, the same measure of heat would raise an equal mass of air,

16000 degrees ; and consequently that at the temperature of the wet-

bulb, t\ air would take up the 16000th part of its weight for each
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degree marked by his hygrometer, which is equal to the 2880th part

for each degree of depression by the common thermometer.

Now p (Barometric height) may be substituted for the weight of

the air, and/' for the saturation weight of vapour at t' : therefore by

d X 2880 d
the above dataf will be = or

> (as d is the object

sought) d (or D) = 96/', at the pressure 30.

This simple enunciation, making D in the direct ratio of /', is unduly

criticized by M. Anderson in his elaborate treatise on liygrometry

in Brewster’s Encyclopedia
;
but while in reality it will be found closely

to agree with the experimental data, and with the subsequent formulae

cf others, the new expression deduced from “ the laborious investiga-

tions” of the critic, turns out to be wholly at variance with experiment,

except accidentally at the temperature of the single trial he has him-

self recorded : his formula (omitting the correction for the barometer)

is D = (
36 — (f

—
f") which, when f" = 0, is convertible into

D=/x36-^
making the depression depend on the tension at t, instead of at f.

M. Gay Lussac’s memoir should, I fancy, precede Mr. Anderson’s.

It was written in 1815, though not published until 1822. The rati-

onale of his formula is explained in these words :

—

“Le froid produit (par l’evaporation) est a son maximum lorsque le

calorique absorbe par la vapeur est egal a celui que perd l’air pour

se mettre en equilibre de temperature et de pression avec elle, plus a,

celui verse sur la surface evaporante par les corps environnans
; mais

la quantite de ce dernier, lorsque le froid produit n’est que de quelques

degres, esttres petite en comparaison de l’autre, et peut etre negligee.”

If, therefore, on one side the latent heat of vapour (l) and its density

(8) be combined with its weight (f') ; these should counterbalance the

weight of air (p—/') combined with its capacity (cj and the number

of degrees cooled (D or t—t') ;
that is,/' § l — (p—f) ( t

— t') c

or, at 30 inches, /' X-625 X 960 = 30—/' X d x.2669 and

D = 2247/'

30—/' ’

depending as before on /'. With dry air, the divisor in this equation

should, I imagine, lose —/' altogether, which would elicit the

value of d, = 74.9/' ; a value lower than Leslie’s, but almost exactly

agreeing with M. Gay Lussac’s own experiments detailed in Table I.

Captain Herbert’s formula was founded on the proposition that

“ when the equilibrium or stationary point of the wet-bulb is attained.
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the indefinitely small decrements of caloric from evaporation are

balanced by the indefinitely small increments arising from conduction

and radiation in the equally small moments of time.” Now as Messrs.

Dulong and Petit have shewn that the rate at which a body cooled be-

low the temperature of the air (by conduction and radiation) reacquires

heat, is proportional not to the simple difference of temperature, but to

that difference raised to the 1.233 power; hence it should follow that

the amount of evaporation should increase in the same ratio ;
“ but,”

says he (page 191), “ how determine the rate of evaporation ? One of

the most striking phenomena of evaporation is the cold produced by it

;

the consequence of the absorption of heat attending the conversion of

water into vapour. This depression of temperature must evidently

be as the evaporation ;
or rather the momentary depression will be

in proportion to the rapidity of the evaporation. The momentary

depression is equal to the momentary increment of heat which would

take place were the cooling power of evaporation suspended, and the

moistened bulb thermometer allowed to assume the temperature of

the air. This is known to be as the 1.233 power of the total depres-

sion: the evaporation will then be as the 1.233 of the depression.”

But the evaporation is (according to Dalton), as the tension of the

evaporating surface minus the tension of the vapour in the air (= 0

in dry air:) then finally this tension will be as the 1.233 power of

the depression : or

1.233

dm = y/f—f"
m being a co-eflicient depending on the latent heat of air and the

ratio of the evaporation to the weight and surface necessary to produce

a fall of one degree ;
which Captain Herbert deduced from the experi-

ments made at Benares. The complete formula, at 30 inches, for dry

air becoming

1.233

D = ./ L/
6.056

in which L (proportion of mass of water to the vapour required to be

evaporated to produce a fall of 1°) is derived from a table published

in the Oriental Magazine, September 1827 ; it varies from 898 at 40°

to 1005 at 90° and 1250 at 1800. The divisor 6.056 would require to

be diminished to 5.4 to suit the present experiments, but neither

would the formula then agree so well as the more simple one of

Leslie and others. The fact is that the experimental curve is of so

simple a nature, that any geometric series of moderate divergence may

within limits be accommodated to it by proper co-efficients : thus my
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own formula was merely an empiric one formed to represent the

experimental data of Benares and those of Gay Lussac in the most

ready manner, expressing the depressions in terms of the temperature

of the air : the former increasing geometrically with arithmetical

t' 1-2 7 5

increments of the latter, I found d = but this does not cor-

respond at all with the higher depressions now ascertained experi-

mentally, though it suits those of the former series. We may, there-

fore, reject it without further regard : nor need we pause to consider

Berzelius’ more simple rule, founded, he says, on the experiments of

August, Bonenberger and others, viz. that the temperature of the

wet-bulb is always an arithmetical mean between that of the air and

the dew point, or t" = 2 1'— t, which, except at certain points of the

scale, is utterly erroneous.

We now come to Professor Apjohn’s formula, which will be found

not to differ essentially from those of Leslie or Gay Lussac. It is

f" = f'
— m d (at 30 inches pressure) where m is a co-efficient as usual

“ depending upon the specific heat of air, and the caloric of elasticity

of its included vapour,” of which the arithmetical value deduced from

rebeived data is .01149 or the equivalent vulgar fraction —

—

87

Farh. Now in the case of extreme dryness assumed for our compa-
rison,/" = 0; therefore d = 87 /',- an expression entirely agreeingin

form with Leslie’s, but rather smaller in amount, and more nearly, as

will be seen, in accordance with the experiments of Tables II and III.

Dr. Hudson arrives, from different premises, at nearly the same
method as Professor Apjohn*. He calculates a column of the “ rela-

tive quantities of heat (Q) necessary to supply vapour of saturation to

dry air at each degree of wet-bulb temperature, t', and then finding

from experiment at one point (t, =61°) the actual depression (51.124

Apjohn), the depressions at other degrees he assumes to be direct

proportionals, or Q (at 61°) :
Q' : : 51.124 ; D.

Now it is evident that in this equation, as in most of the pre-

ceding, Q (whence D is directly derived) necessarily depends on

the aqueous tension,/', affected by the indispensable co-efficient

of the latent heat of water, vapour and air, or as Dr. Hudson
1 168 t X 22/f. Fw

448 +t
deduces from Despretz’s values, Q =

* Phil. Mag. Oct. 1835, p. 257.

t If the theory which makes the sum of the latent and thermometric heat for

gaseous bodies a constant quantity be correct, Dr. Hudson’s expression does
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ordinary temperatures, Q on an average will be found = 50 /'

51 124 Oand D is assumed from Apjohn’s experiments = _J ^ = 1.9Q;
25.9

so that by this formula (at 30 inches,) D = 98 f, nearly ;
being a

little in excess of Leslie’s original formula. This is attributable to

Apjohn’s single experimental depression assumed as the basis of the

whole calculus being somewhat too great.

It cannot be said after the preceding list, that the wet-bulb theory

has been neglected. On the contrary, it may be rather feared that

the researches of its earliest investigators, particularly those of Leslie

and Gay Lussac, have been neglected
; for it is certain that their

formulae are nearly as well adapted to the actual phenomena as any

that have been since suggested. This cannot be more strikingly

exemplified than in the accompanying diagram, (PI. XXI.) which

has been filled up from the preceding data. The abscissae represent

the temperatures (t), and the ordinates the maximum depressions in

dry air (D). The experimental determinations are shewn bydots* *, and

the principal theoretical curves delineated, are distinguished by the

name of their authors.

The following table also embraces a comparative view for every

ten degrees of temperature, the experimental entries being adapted

by interpolation from the observations before set forth.

not seem open to objection. The volumes of air at different temperature

being as 448 + t directly : the densities are as 448 + t inversely; and for

/ 660fany other pressure —
. the density of air at t will be — —

80 1
448 + t X 30

22/
448 + f

Further, allowing the atomic theory of volumes, the density

.625 *22 f
of vapour at t will be = 77— . Compounding this expression with that

448*f“ t

of the latent heat of vapour at t which is 1168 — t (being 956 at 212°); we have

as above the quantity of heat necessary for the vapour of saturation at t =
1168 — t x 22/'

448 + t
The author has steered clear of what he considers the

disputed points, of the capacity of air and vapour for heat : but it may be reason-

ably doubted whether the assumption of the equality of / + t be a whit more

tenable.

* In the portion of the curve marked “ Prinsep’s experiments,” both the un-

corrected and the corrected observations are entered
; the latter, distinguished

by a dotted line passing through them, are alone to be attended to. The cor-

rected places of the sulphuric acid experiments have been omitted, because they

are necessarily doubtful. The flexure of Gay Lussac’s curve seems to be the

most suitable to experiment, were its ordinates a little increased.
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Tab. III.— Comparison of various formula for the depression of the wet-bulb

thermometer in a current of dry air, with the results of experiment.

<D
a Calculated depression for Bar. 30 i nches.

Temperature

of

tl

current

of

dry

air

Temperature

of

tl

wet-bulb

therm.

Observed

depressio

Observer’s

name.

Leslie’s

formula

D

=

96

/'.

I
Gay

Lussac’s

forra.l

|
D

2247

j*

!

30

—

y

Prinsep’s

formula

D

=.

01

12/

I-*”-

Herbert’s

formula!

D

1-233

—

156.8/']

(nearly.)

Hudson’s

formula

D

=

98/'

(nearly.)

Apjohn’s

formula

D

=

87/'

Formula

adopted

for

tables

D

=

84

/'.

Error

of

ditto

from

observation.

t V D D D D D D D D

Q

30

0

20.

S

9.2 G. 11.7 9.2 8.6 11.0 10.8 10.6

40 27.3 12.7 G. 14.9 13.1 12.4 13.5 14.0 13.6

50 {

33.9
33.0

16.)

17.0 £ }
18.6 16.4 16.4 16.7 17.6 17.1 +0.1

60 {

40.1

38.4

19.9

21.6 £ )
22.9 20.6 20.7 20.0 23.4 21.8 21.3 —0.3

70
{

46.0

44.9

23.7

25.7 ?: }
27.6 24.9 25.2 24.0 2S.1 26.4 25.9 +0.2

SO 30.6 P. 32.7 29.7 29.9 28.4 33.2 31.3 30.8 +0.2
90 35.5 P. 38.2 34.6 34.7 33.1 3S.4 36.5 36.0 +0.5
100 40.8 P. 44.0 40.0 39.7 38.2 44.0 42.2 41.6 +0.8
110 47.8 s. 50.0 46.0 44.9 43.5 49.C 48.3 47.6 —0.2 ?

120 54.1 s. 56.4 52.0 50.2 49.2 56.0 54.5 53.9 —0.2 ?

130 60.9 s. 63.1 58.6 55.6 55.1 62.2 61.1 60.5 —0.4 ?

140 68.2 s. 70.0 65.5 61.0 61.3 68.0 67.3 — 0.9 ?

150 74.8 c. 72.4 66.7 75.1 74.3 —0.5
160 81.3 H. 79.4 72.5 82.3 81.5 +0.2
170 80.0 90.0 P. . . 87.0 78.2 79.8 90.4 89.6 88.9 —0.1
ISO 80.4 99.6? P. 94.6 84.2 .. 97.2 96.5 —3.1 ?

190 85.0 105.0 P. 107.0 102.0 91.2 98. 102.0 105.0 104.3 — 0.7
200 _ 109.5 96.4 112.0 111.1
210 102.4 120.0 118.

? 145.0 P. 627. 625. 105. 308. 487. 567. 552.

[The letters in column 4 denote, G. Gay Ltjssac ; A. Apjohn
; P. Prinsep ;

S. experiments tried at Benares, by suspending the wet-bulb thermometer in a half

filled bottle of sulphuric acid
;
these have been augmented 10 per cent, on insertion :

—

C. and H. Carbonic acid and Hydrogen gas heated in the steam pipe.]

The last line may be looked upon, in some measure, as the test line

of the various formulae : for, the hot current of air from the furnace, we
have seen, barely melted lead and boiled mercury ; its temperature,

therefore, could not much exceed 660 Farh. Let us see what it would be

according to the principal formulae depending upon the aqueous tension

at t', which, when t' = 145° is 6.53 inches by Dalton.

Leslie's formula gives 6.53 X 96 + 145 = 772"

Gay Lussac’s (retaining/') 6.53 X 95.7 4- 145 = 770

(omitting—/' in divisor) 6.53 X 782 4. 145 = 655

Hudson’s formula gives 487 + 145 = 632

Apjohn’s, 6.53 X 87 + 145 = 702

Formula deduced frommy expts.6.53 X 84 + 145 = 697

Anderson’s, Herbert’s, and my former formulae are too much at

variance at this high point to be worthy of quotation. The rest

3 G
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agree remarkably well, and it does not materially signify, nor is it

perhaps possible to certify which multiplier is to be preferred. Pro-

fessor Apjohn’s has the merit of coinciding precisely at the tempera-

ture of 190° with my steam experiment; but for the range of lower

and more practical temperatures it is perhaps slightly in excess.

The simpler expression of “ one-eightieth of the depression = the

aqueous tension at V” would there be nearer the mark ; and would

be easier of application. From my own experiments I deduced a

mean of D = 84 /' with which I constructed the table at the conclu-

sion of this paper, but I must in fairness acknowledge that its prefer-

ence to Professor Apjohn’s rule is nearly evanescent in practice.

§ 2.— Value of depressions less than the maximum, in centesimal hygro-

metric tension.

We are now arrived at the second subject of inquiry, which is in

fact of more practical importance than the first, since it includes ever)'

observation that can be made in an atmosphere never reduced to a

state of absolute siccity.

The simplest condition of the case of intermediate depressions would

be that assumed by Dr. Hudson, viz., that the maximum depression

being divided into 100 parts, each part should indicate one hundredth

of the moisture of saturation at the given temperature, or D : d :
:f :

f—/"•

But such a law is not found to prevail in reality : nor is it analo-

gous to the course of nature that it should exist in the case of the

wet-bulb thermometer, when the hair-hygrometer and the law of evapo-

ration require different ratios. It is more consonant with theory*, as

it proves to be with practice, that the tendency to evaporation,

and the cold consequent upon it, should increase in a geometrical

ratio to the dryness of the air.

* The depressions will, ceteris paribus, be less, the more aqueous vapour is

previously contained in the air, because the specific heat of a given volume of

vapour being .529 (or .847X .625) while that of air is .267, the specific heat

of any mixture of the two must exceed that of air alone. But the curvature

imparted to the line of depressions from this cause may easily be shewn to be tri-

fling. Thus at the temperature of 80° where./
- = 1.00 inch ;

the capacity of dry

air being c, that of moistened air will be c Xp—f'+c'Y-f"-, whence, calling c=l,

p
for saturated air we should have the specific heat 1.053 ;

and for half-saturated

air, 1.031 ;
and the depressional degrees at those points will be inversely so

much less than those at the dry extremity of the curve. Were the other agents

easily evaluated, we might through this means verify the specific heat of

aqueous vapour.
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Before proceeding to detail the experiments directed to the eluci-

dation of this point, it may he as well, as we have already become

acquainted with the theoretical expressions of other authors for the

maximum, to see how they also bear upon the intermediate depressions.

The formula of M. Gay Lussac makes no provision for aught

but the maximum depression ; but the omission may be readily sup-

plied on the same simple principle as has been adopted by Professor

Apjohn
; namely, by the addition of —-f", the aqueous tension at the

dew-point, to f' : thus, by the latter author, in all cases d = 87f—f".

At first sight, this would seem a simple arithmetical ratio, like Dr.

Hudson’s, but inasmuch as the tensions (f) are themselves in geome-

trical ratio to the temperature ft), the same parabolic curvature will

extend to the centesimal depressions ; or/'—/" will follow some low

power of t— t'.

Captain Herbert’s rule has the same happy introduction of f".

We have therefore but two theoretical enunciations to put to the test

of comparison with experiment : for which purpose I will now bring

forward such evidence as I have accumulated. In this branch of inquiry

materials are so numerous in my registers kept at Benares and Calcutta,

that it becomes expedient to gather selected data into groupes adapted

to elucidate various points of the hygrometric scale. Moreover, as unity,

or the maximum depression, varies in amount at each temperature, all

observations must be brought to common centesimal terms before they

can be compared in the manner which is best adapted to give a quick

perception of the relation of such phenomena ; namely, by a diagram, as

in PI. XXII. First, then, to enumerate the data afforded by method 5, or

comparison with the dew-point, of which, in addition to my Benares ob-

servations, I have profited by the presence of an American ice-house on

the banks of the Hiighli to collect an accurate series made thrice per

diem in the hottest period of our Calcutta year.

Tab. IV.—Comparison of intermediate Depressions with aqueous tensions,

ascertained by the dew-point method, at Benares.

Number of observa-
tions agreeing close

ly in their respec-

tive particulars.

Temp,
of air.

t

0

Wet-
bulb.

t’

0

Dew-
point.

t"

0

Centesimal
tension.

/"+/

Depres
sion.

t — t'

or, d

Comple-
ment cent,
depn.
D— d

Tabular cente- ^
sim. tension o
deduced. *

W

7 Obs. mean, 85.0 81.5 79.4 .83 3.5 89 .84 +oi
12 Obs. ditto, 87.5 81.8 78.7 .76 5.7 83 .76 0

12 Obs. ditto, 90.0 80.5 75.7 .65 9.5 74 .64 —01
6 Obs. ditto, 94.0 81.0 73.2 .52 13.0 66 .54 —f- 0 2

6 Obs. ditto, 92.5 75.5 64.5 .41 17.0 55 .40 +01
13 Obs. ditto, 88.2 67.3 42.9 .23 20.9 43 .26 + 03

8 Obs. ditto, 92.6 68.3 36.4 .16 24.3 35 .20 + 04

3 g 2
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Second series, from observations in Calcutta.

t t' f* f"~rf d
D

—

d

d Tab. Err.
6 (Jbs. open air 82.1 79.4 78.1 .88 2.7 92 .88 0
6 Obs. ditto, 84.6 79.9 76.7 .78 4.7 86 .80 4-02
9 Obs. ditto, 85.6 79.7 75.5 .73 5.9 82 .75 + 02

15 Obs. ditto, 87.7 80.2 74.6 .66 7.5 79 .70 +04
2 Obs. ditto, 96.0 85.6 78.3 .58 10.4 74 .64 +06
3 Obs. ditto, 93.8 82.9 71.2 .4 9 10.9 71 .60 + 11?
4 Obs. ditto, 87.3 76.4 67.3 .53 10.9 68 .58 + 05
3 Obs. ditto, 97.1 80.8 71.8 .45 16.3 59 .45 0
6 Obs. ditto, 97.3 73.6 55.5 .26 23.7 41 .26 0

1 Steam pipe, 19.0 92.5 74.3 .04 97.5 6 .04 0

3 Vacuum-pipe 92.8 80.8 74.8 .58 12.0 68 .57 —01
Third series, extractedfrom other observations.

7 Obs. by Her-
hert on ri-

ver Ganges, 91.4 82.1 78.1 .66 9.3 74 ,65 —01
6 Obs. by Ap-
john, 70.0 60.8 54.5 .60 9.2 64 .52 —08

4 Obs. ditto,

(heated air,) 93.2 69.0 53.7 .28 24.2 35 .22 —06

In the following series the air was dried to two fixed points of

hygrometric tension by means of sulphuric acid, of which the drying

power was known beforehand by the table which I published, from

careful experiment, in my note on the hair hygrometer before alluded

to ; but I preferred verifying those determinations by fresh measure-

ment of its barometric tension, in the mode 1 had adopted to correct

the tables of aqueous tension during the past year ; namely, by mois-

tening a barometer tube with the acid solution, and mounting it in

the ordinary manner. The daily readings registered in my monthly

tables for Mav-June afforded a more accurate average than a cursory

trial could have yielded ; but the result was in perfect accordance

with my former determination*.

Fourth series—current of air partially dried.

Number of observations Temp. Wet- Known Hair Depres- Comple- Tabular
in similar circumstances, of air. bulb. cent. Hygrom. sion. ment cent. centes. o

tension e — t' dep- tension. £
t t

’

or, d D— d W

2 Obs. with gasome- D

ter current, Sulph. 0 O '
O

acid, 1.344 90.2 75.3 .45 To 14.9 58 .45 0

2 Obs. ditto, 87.2 72.1 .44 74 15.1 56 .43 —01
2 Obs. ditto, 90.3 74.4 .44 74 15.9 56 .43 —01
1 Obs. ditto, 96.4 79.4 .44 74 17.0 57 .44 0

1 Obs. ditto, 94.0 76.6 .43 73 17.4 54 .40 —03
2 Obs. sulph. acid,

1.48 88.8 65.2 .18 43 23.6 33 .20 +02
1 Obs. ditto 87.7 61.1 .18 43 2 6.6 24 ? .12 —06
1 Obs. shorter tube, 84.4 62.0 .18 43 22.4 32 .18 0

2 Obs. brass tube,.. 87.8 64.3 .18 42 23.5 30 .17 —01

* It will be seen by the Meteorological Register for May 1836, that pure

sulphuric acid caused the barometric column to be higher even than a boiled

tube. This must be attributed to capillarity, which is negative with mercury,

but acts in an opposite sense with acid or water. No allowance is made for

capillarity in my registers.
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On inspection of the columns of complementry centesimal depres-

sion and centesimal tension in all the foregoing tables, the constant

excess of the former is their first predominate feature
; whence the cer-

tain conclusion that the ratio is not direct. But to arrive quicker at a

conclusion of what it may he, let us view the position of the whole series

in diagram 6, PI. XXII. Here the base line designates the hygrometric

tensions f"-z-f and the ordinates denote the corresponding centesimal

depressions D

—

d -r-D. If amid such a straggling and scattered nebula

it be allowable to trace a normal line, the curve D d will have a pre-

ference over any other. Pursuing its dubious course, it passes through

the two principal test groupes, upon which more dependence ought to

be placed than upon isolated comparisons with the dew-point in still air.

Now this line D d nearly coincides with the curve I suggested in

1829, from my Benares experiments, making H (or f"-±f) follow the

ratio of D— d'
' 6

; or, calling D = 1 00, H = D

—

d
1-5

; in other
100

words, the centesimal tension is as the difference of the actual and the

maximum depression raised to the 1 .5th power
; a form obviously very

convenient to be worked by logarithms. This formula has been used

for constructing my general table ; and its errors may be judged of by

the last two columns of the preceding experiments : but it need by no

means supersede the elegant formula d = 87 /’—f" when the table

is not at hand. The curve corresponding to the latter formula at 90°

is also entered in fig. 6. At lower temperature it will have less flexure.

On the same diagram I have traced the curve of the hair-hygro-

meter indications, both according to Gay Lussac’s data and those of

my original plate in Brandb’s Journal, on purpose to shew that the

depression curve passes between the two near the summit :—it was

hence I derived the rule for correction of the rough maximum de-

pressions, (Table I. II.) by taking it in the direct ratio of the hair-

hygrometer indications : and the near accordance of the maxima so

deduced, with the observed maxima in dry air, is an additional testi-

mony in favor of the assumed parabolic curve.

It seems an unmerciful increase of the tax upon my reader’s patience

to extend this train of comparison further
: yet it would be hardly

fair to omit any thing that can tend to elucidate the subject or assist

future investigation : I will not, therefore, forego, through a false and

unphilosophical delicacy, the insertion of an abstract I had prepared

for my own satisfaction, of three years’ comparative deductions from

the wet-bulb and hair-hygrometer. It detracts somewhat from its

value, that a constant index error of 4 degrees has to be substracted

from the readings of the hair-hygrometer during the period in ques-
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tion. This I only discovered on checking all the instruments, as is

my custom, before commencing the present experiments
; but the

hygrometer has been untouched during the interval, and as its scale

embraces the 100 degrees with as much sensibility as when it was

constructed in 1825, there can be no hesitation in making the required

correction throughout. The extreme points of this instrument should

indeed be verified at least once in a year
; as the index point is, from

its delicate construction, easily shifted 2 or 3 degrees.

Tab. V.

—

Comparison of the monthly averages of the Wet-bulb depression
,

and the Hair-hygrometer, for 3 years in Calcutta.

At 10 A. M. Tension, At 4 p. m.
Temp. Dep. Hyg. by Dep. by Hyg. Temp. Dep. Hyg. by Dep. by Hyg.

Jan. 1833 68°0 8.4 81 .55 .61 72°4 11.6 74 .47 .49
1834 67.5 6.4 83 .64 .64 71.1 9.2 76 .53 .52
1835 67.8 8.0 80 .56 .59 70.7 11.5 70 .42 .43

Feb. .

.

1 74.0 8.2 82 .60 .63 78.7 12.7 74 .44 .49

2 74.0 7.3 86 .64 .70 77.8 11.6 77 .48 .54

3 74.3 6.0 87 .70 .72 76.6 10.2 76 .52 .52

Mar.. 1 83.5 9.8 81 .59 .59 89.2 17.3 66 .37 .43

2 82.3 7.5 86 .67 .68 86.7 12.2 76 .52 .52

3 79.8 8.3 85 .63 .66 83.6 13.0 70 .47 .44

April, 1 87.5 6.2 88 .75 .74 91.6 10.8 79 .60 .57

2 86.5 8.8 84 .65 .67 93.2 13.8 75 .52 .51

3 84.6 7.6 86 .68 .70 88.1 12.7 75 .52 .51

May, 1 87.5 6 1 91 .75 .80 90.0 8.2 86 .67 .70
2 90.7 7.9 86 .69 .70 94.6 10.9 80 .58 .59

3 86.8 6.5 89 .74 .76 88.3 7.5 86 .79 70
June, 1 90.5 6.4 88 .75 .74 92.8 8.1 82 .70 .66

2 87.0 4.8 91 .80 .80 87.8 6.1 90 .75 .78

3 86.1 5.6 87 .76 .72 87.4 6.9 85 .72 .68

July, 1 86.3 4.0 91 .83 .80 87.9 4.6 90 .83 .78

2 86.6 5.1 91 .80 .80 88.0 6.0 90 .76 .78

3 82.7 4.0 83 .77 .74 85.3 4.8 88 .so .74

Aug. .

.

1 85.0 4.1 92 .82 .82 86.8 4.9 89 .75 .76

2 85.1 4.2 92 .82 .82 86.7 5.3 91 .78 .80

3 84.0 4.0 92 ,82 .82 85.0 4.3 91 .81 .80

Sept.

.

1 86.3 4.4 91 .76 .80 88.3 5.5 88 .82 .74

2 85.9 4.9 92 .75 .82 86.4 5.9 91 .76 .80

3 83.7 4.8 91 .80 .80 85.0 6.8 89 .71 .76

Oct..

.

1 85.2 5.6 87 .76 .72 86.8 7.6 83 .69 .65

2 82 9 4.0 83 .82 .84 83.9 5.0 91 .79 .80

3 83.3 6.8 87 .71 .72 85.1 9.3 82 .61 .63

Nov.

.

1 79. 6.9 84 .69 .66 82.1 10.1 77 .57 .54

2 79.2 7.5 85 .66 .68 79.4 10.1 78 .55 .56

3 75.6 7.7 85 .64 .68 77.9 10.0 79 .55 .57

Dec.

.

1 71.7 5.8 85 .70 .68 74.3 7.2 82 .65 .63

2 72.4 6.1 87 .67 .72 75.7 9.0 81 .57 .61

3 69.8 6.1 84 .68 .66 72.0 8.9 78 .55 .56

Means, 81.2 6.1 86.8 .71 .72
|

83.8 8.9 81.5 .63 .63

The actual tension of vapour in inches, found by multiplying Dalton’s

maximun tension of vapour at t by the percentage here given, is,
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at 81°. 2= 1.040 X .71 = .738 ;
at 83 q

.8= 1.128 X.63= . 711 (or. 716 at 81\2)

being at the two periods of the day, on an average, very nearly

equal ; though, relatively, the air is much drier in the afternoon.

A similar comparison to that afforded hy the above table would

have been published with my journals for 1825-6 in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1827, had the registers been allowed to stand as

they were
; but the columns of aqueous tension were struck out,

although from the elaborate care I had taken in valuing the degrees

of my hair hygrometer they were entitled to some reliance. It is,

however, not worth while to republish them, as the wet-bulb instru-

ment was then situated outside and the hair hygrometer inside the

house*, and the two columns are not strictly comparable. One little

table, however, deduced from four years’ daily experiments at Benares,

which was also suppressed at home, I think likely to prove useful, while

it bears directly on the wet-bulb theory, and exemplifies the truth of

the assumption of its immediate dependence on /'. This table shews

the actual evaporation in depth per month, as measured by a small

evaporameter suspended in the open air, for the opposite extremes of

the year. The instrument is described in the fifteenth volume of the

Asiatic Researches. I have collected on the left hand the observed

quantities, and have now inserted on the right the theoretical num-

bers which should express the ratio of evaporation. The results are

even more satisfactory than could have been anticipated ; and lead to

the following very simple rule to find the amount of evaporation

roughly in inches per diem. “ Multiply the aqueous tension at the

wet-bulb temperature by the observed depression in degrees, and

divide by 34.” Omitting the latter operation, the product will express

in round terms the evaporation per month in the open air, or in a

moderate breeze.

Tab. VI.—Rate of Evaporation and simultaneous depression observed at Benares.

Months. Year. Temp. Wet- Depres- Obsvd.Eva- Ditto
of air. bulb. sion. poration per

t. t' d per month diem
O a o inches. inch.

April

and 4

May,

f
1823

|
1824

88.0

93.1

68.9

71.8

19.1

21.3

13.9

11.9

1 1825 92.3 74.2 18.1 14.7

[ 1826 90.4 69.8 20.7 15.1

Means 91.2 70.9 20.3 13.9 0.463

[1823 79.8 62.0 17.8 8.7

March, J
I
1824 81.4 66.5 13.8 6.7

I 1825 75.1 64.7 11.4 4.0

1L 1826 80.8 63.4 16.4 9.8

Means 79.4 64.1 15.3 7.3 0.243

3 Z^ sion X daily eva.

g tension, poration,
*§•§ dXf. dXf

31

0.748 15.18 0.447

0.599 8.16 0.240

* The Calcutta Oriental Magazine, 1827, contains the whole paper.
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July and
1823 80.5 78.2 2.3 2.3 f d </' dxB
1824 85.6 82.1 3.5 2.6

34
August, 1825 86.9 81.3 4.6 4.4

L 1826 84.4 80.8 3.6 3.6

Means 84.4 80.6 3.8 3.2 0.107 1.020 3.88 0.114

[1823 60.1 55.7 4.4 2.3

ber and
January,

1824 61.8 5 6.6 5.2 4.0

1825
1826

63.5

63.8

58.3
54.9

5.2

8.9

5.6

3.1

Means 62.3 56.3 6.0 2.5 0.085 0.462 2.77 0.081

The
whole
twelve

months,

f
1823

per. an.

76.4 68.1 8.3 65.6
1824 80.0 71.2 8.8 60.5

1825 80.0 71.1 8.9 67.1

Means 78.9 70.1 8.7 64.4 0.179 0.729 6.34 0.186

permonth 5.37

I have, as yet, had no opportunity of applying the principle ascer-

tained from this table, to the circumstances of other places*.

§ 3 .—Influence of the Barometer on the Wet-bulb depression.

All philosophers agree in rating the influence of atmospheric pres-

sure on depression as inversely proportional to the height of the

barometer ; so that when the depression under a pressure of 30

inches is known, it may immediately found for any other pressure by
30

multiplying d intoyy’ p being the observed height of the barometer.

That the evaporation increases with diminution of pressure nearly

in the above ratio, has been proved by various experiments ; and it

might confidently be anticipated, from the necessary connection be-

tween the evaporation and the refrigeration, (as exemplified in the

concluding table of my last section,) that the same law would prevail

in the depressions : but the only two experiments directed to this

point that I am acquainted with, lead to an opposite conclusion.

These were cited in my former paper : but as they are not accessible to

many readers, I will here repeat them. Mr. Daniell’s experiment

will be found in Jour. Roy. Inst. XVII., and Mr. Anderson’s in

Brewster’s Cyclopedia, Art. Hygrometry.

Barometric Evaporation Depression Incre- Depression Incre-

pressure. Ratio. in grains by of wet-bulb ment. of wet-bulb ment.
Daniell. by Daniell. by Anderson.

30.4 1 1.24 9 0 5 0
15.2 2.97 12 +3 9 + *

7.6 5.68 15 +3 13 +4
3.S I 9-12 18 +3 IS +5
1.9 1 6 15.92 21 +3
.9 i

ITS 29.33 24.5 +3.5
.5

6?
50.74 26 + 1.5

* The tables now published by the astronomer at Madras will afford good

data; but his mode of measurement must be first known, as his evaporations

seem double of my own.
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Now in these instances the evaporation certainly followed the in-

verse pressure law ; hut the depression was made to receive only a con-

stant arithmetical increment for each geometrical decrement of the

pressure
;

in accordance with which I assumed that the proper correc-

tion for variation of pressure should be d »— rather than d— ; andv p J)

even this would require a different co-efficient to make it suit the two

cases quoted above. Under such an uncertainty as to the real amount

of this important correction, I was induced to direct a fresh series of

experiments to this particular object ; and as my results differ greatly

from what has preceded, it is incumbent on me to describe my process

a little in detail.

I first prescribed to myself the necessity of working with a current

of air as similar as might be to that of the maximum series, as with-

out such a precaution it would be impossible to ensure the permanent

hygrometric status of the air in contact with the wet-bulb. The

bell glass of an air-pump, under which I imagine the experiments of

Daniell and Anderson to have been conducted, could not possibly

fulfil this indispensable condition, since a partial halo of moisture

would encircle the bulb of their thermometer ;—nor do they appear

to have used a hair hygrometer to inform them how far this might be

the case. Mr. Daniell it is true had a dew-point instrument fitted

into the side of the glass receiver, but for slight aqueous tension this

instrument becomes wholly useless. The extent to which his air was

dried can be calculated pretty well from, his own datum that the

depression at 50° was nine degrees, which by my table would indicate

centesimal tension "30 : or by Apjohn’s formula ‘ — ' = 42

in the latter case requiring a cold of 8 degrees, and in the former of

16, below the freezing point to produce deposition.

But to return to my own experiments :

—

In place of the short open glass tube connected with the gaso-

meter and glass balloon in which the wet-bulb was before exposed

to the current of air, (fig. 1,) a thin horizontal brass tube (fio% 7)

was substituted, having two lateral apertures for the admission

through corks, air-tight, of the dry and wet thermometer bulbs

(t, t'). From the same brass tube descended a glass barometer tube

(p) into a reservoir of mercury, similar to the gage of an air-

pump, for marking the actual pressure close to the thermometers.

The other end of the tube was conducted by a flexible pipe F to the

receiver of an air-pump, where a continual vacuum could be kept up

by pumping without intermission during the course of an experiment.

3 H
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and by manoeuvring the stopcocks (k , k'J at the two ends of the brass

tube, the pressure could be maintained at any point, and the draft of

air regulated until the temperature of the wet-bulb had been satisfac-

torily ascertained.

Finding that the labour of working the pump was rather irksome

in a climate of 95°, I afterwards availed myself of the vacuum engine

of the coining-press room in the Mint to relieve me from this duty.

In the pipe leading from the twelve recoil-pumps of the presses a

vacuum of about (or rather 30—27) inches is constantly maintained

by the steam engine, so that by adapting the tube F to this with a

stopcock, I was enabled to regulate the pressure, and prolong each

interval with the utmost ease and comfort.

It will be seen from the table of experiments below, that by em-

ploying a current of dry air the freezing point was readily attained

under a pressure of inches, while the dry thermometer, only one

inch from it, marked 92° : whereas all who have tried Leslie’s pro-

cess for freezing have found it exceedingly difficult in the hot weather

of this country to produce ice with a vacuum nearly perfect. The

reason has been already explained : in the latter case the partially

moist atmosphere arrests the progress of refrigeration ; whereas in the

latter, the vapour rising from the evaporating surface is continually

removed ;—it is, in fact, like sitting under a punkah or without it, an

illustration that requires no comment to an Indian reader ! Of such

influence is the motion of the air in the experiment, that, as will be

seen presently, a cold much below the freezing point may be attained

under a pressure of 4^ inches, with common air at 92° containing six-

tenths of its vapour of saturation (dew-point = 75°) and without the

aid of sulphuric acid, or any other artificial means of previously drying

it ! This unexpected result opens a wide field for speculation as to the

possibility of modifying the apparatus of Leslie for the artificial

production of ice
;
and I hope, when leisure permits, to resume the

thread of this collateral and highly interesting discovery. The nature

of the problem teaches us & priori, that if a temperature of 20° can be

attained under a pressure of 4\ inches, the cold at two inches ought

to be many degrees below zero of Fahrenheit’s scale !

Out of four experiments made with the air-pump, and eight with the

Mint vacuum engine, it will be sufficient, after quoting the numerical

results of the whole, and referring to the accompanying diagram

(PI. XXII. fig. 10.) for a comprehensive view of their general bearing,

to select two or three of the most regular examples for analytical dis-

cussion.
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Tab. VII .—Depressions under diminished pressure.

Temp. Hyg. Temp, of wet-bulb, under a pressure of
of air. tens. 30. 22.5 15. 7-5 6.0 5.5 5.0 in.

J. Expt. with air pump, air o O o o

dried by Sul. Ac. 1.4S, 84.0 .18 61-0 56-0 48-
2. Ditto, corks fitted closer, 84.7 .18 51-0
3. Brass tube, better fitted, 84.4 .18 62.0 57.0 50-3 32.0
4 . Ditto, careful expt
5. Common air, in Mint vac.

tube
;

dew-point 79°.5,

87.8 .18 64.3 55.0 49.0 35.0

88.5 .75 81.3 76.4 69.0 48.0 32.0
6. Partially dried, hair-hyg.

in balloon av. 34,
7. Nearly dry air

;
hyg. 1°,..

92.1 .12 64.? 60.1 52.9 31.0 24.0 20.0 18.0

91.0 .00 58.3 54.4 48.7 30.0 20.4 18.5
7§. Partly dried

;
hyg. J2? .. 91.0 .03 ? 65. 53.9 25.7 20.0

8. Hygrom. variable, av. 20.

.

93.2 .05 79.1 75.1 59.6
9. Dry air

;
hyg. 2°, 92.0 .01 59.5 63.2 56.3 38.5 26.4 20.0

The last experiment is evidently affected with some accidental

error, since the depression is less at 22.5 inches than at 30. I ima-

gine the external air was admitted through an unobserved leakage of

the tube, or a drop of water may have fallen in the tube, and thus

moistened the air before it reached the wet-bulb.

I now detached the gasometer and balloon, and admitted the air of

the room directly into the tube at stopcock k (fig. 8) keeping up a pro-

longed current at intervals of every two inches of pressure from 30.0

upwards to 5 inches, and then descending in the same manner : taking

care to wet the thermometer from time to time as its water evaporat-

ed. In ascending the scale I regulated the pressures in the barome-

ter-gage principally by manoeuvring the stopcock (It) next to the

vacuum pipe, the orifice at k remaining constant : whereas in de-

scending, I allowed k' to remain untouched while I brought the

gage to the desired point by gradually opening the outer stop-

cock k.

The effect of this will be understood on viewing the apparatus : the

current of air was considerably stronger in the last case than in the

first, and in consequence the depressions are somewhat greater. To

this it must be added, that in the ascending scale the depressions

will tend to lag below their full amount, while in descending they will

err in an opposite sense ; all of which is well exhibited in dotted curves

numbered 10, 11 of diagram 10. The mean of the two series (marked

by a plain line on the diagram) may be assumed as a good foundation

for the analysis we have proposed.

Experiments 10 and 11, ora depressions under diminished pressure.

Temperature of the room 92°. 2 ; dew-point 74°. 8 = centesimal tension .58

Hair-hygrometer, 79 = ditto .57

3 h 2
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Barom.
pres-
sure

inches.

Ascend
Temp
of air.

ing series.

Wet- Wet-
bulb. bulb.

1 2

Descending
Wet Wet-

bulb. bulb.

3 4

series.

Temp,
of air.

1

Depression

1
ascending.

1

Depression

1
descending

Mean
depres-
sion o’>-

served

.

Calcu-
lated
depres-
sioU. 30

d X P

• • • o o

30 92.7 SO. 4 82.0 rewetted) 80.5 93.0 11.7 13 0 12 0 12.

28 79-7 80.8 79.2 12.6 14 3 13.1 12.9

26 92.9 78.0 80.0 rewetted 76.8 79.2 13-9 15.5 14.6 14.0

24 77.8 74.7 75.2 15.0 18.0 17.0 15.0

22 92.7 75.4 (rewetted 72.4 73.8 16.4 20.4 19.1 16.4

20 73.0 70.2 19.8 23.3 21.5 18.0

18 70.3 66.9 22.5 26.6 24.5 20.0

16 67.7 64.2 24.2 29.3 26.8 22.5

14 93.0 64.0 61.2 29. 32.3 30.6 35.7

12 60.0 57.4 33. 36.1 34.5 20.0

10 54.9 (rewetted 54.6 53.8 93.2 38.1 39.

7

38.9 36.0

8 48.3 47.3 93.2 44.7 45 9 45.3 45.0

6 38.0 38.8 92.5 55.0 53.7 53.1 60.0

S 31.0 30.8 91.6 62.0 60.8 61.4 72.0

4.41 rewetted 23.7 89.8 66.

1

1 66.1 81.3

At the first glance towards the final columns of this table, one might

at first be led to exclaim, upon the wonderful accordance between theo-

ry and fact ! The ascending series, especially, agrees exactly with the

calculation in several points, and does not diverge materially until the

pressure falls to six inches, far beyond the reach of any likely contin-

gency within our observance.

But all this seeminglyagreeable coincidence is, in a measure, delusory.

The effect is compounded of two different influences— 1, the rarefac-

tion ; and 2, the diminution of humidity which is consequent thereon.

We know from our second section of experiments how to appreciate

this latter disturbing cause, and so isolate the reduction of tempera-

ture due to the diminished pressure alone ; but the prior experiments

give us an opportunity of estimating it in a more direct manner.

Thus, taking experiment 7, we have the following data : the temper-

ature being 91°. Fahrenheit. The fourth column contains the hypo-

thetical depressions on the supposition of the inverse-pressure ratio.

Barometrical Depression Increment Theoretical Increment Calculat-

pressure in dry air. observed. depression.
d-f

31— d

P

ed co-effi-

inches. D D—

d

d
cient.

o A p 5 A -~S
30.0 32.7 32.7

27.5 35.6 + 2.9 43.6 + 10.9 .27

15.0 42.3 -f 9.6 65.4 + 32.7 .29

7.5 61.0 -f 28.3 130.8 + 98.1 .29

6.0 70.8 4- 30.1 165.5 •+• 132.8 .23

5.5 72.1 + 39.4 176.5 + 143.8 .27

5.4 72.8 + 40.1 179.8 + 147.1 .27

The rate of increment observed, it will be remarked, here invariably

falls short of the calculated rate in the fifth column, but it bears al-

ways the same proportion to it, about one-third ; as shewn in the

sixth column : therefore in this example the law of the inverse pres-

sures holds good relatively, but it requires a co- efficient to reduce the

absolute amount. Thus, the maximum depression in dry air at any
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pressure will, by the experiment, be equal to d -f .27

instead of d + (or simply d ^°). I will not seek to en-

quire the cause of this deviation from theory
;
or whether it be pecu-

liar to the form of apparatus I employed ; or whether the effect will

be constant under all circumstances :—I will merely suggest that the

supply of heat from extraneous sources—the brass tube (only half inch

diam.) radiation, &c. could not fail to reduce the cooling effect of the

mere current of air ; and here we have the measure of their united

disturbing power, which it is satisfactory to find constant throughout.

Let us now see whether the same constancy can be traced in the more

elaborate experiment with common air (10-11.) The first thing neces-

sary is to calculate the percentage of moisture for each step. Now, as

under 30 inches the centesimal tension was found to be '58 by the

dew-point, and as no source of fresh supply was at hand, the tension

at any other pressure should be directly as the pressure, or inversely as

the volume ; since it is evident that a double space, for instance, will

require twice as much aqueous vapour to bring it to a given state of

humidity
; the aqueous tension, therefore,will be ‘58 X for this

series of experiments. Again, from our table of depressions, (from the

diagram or from the formula) can be obtained, with the reading at

these variable states of humidity, the depression either in dry air or

in air of the initial tension '58. I have, in fact, given both in the fol-

lowing table, and have set in the three last columns the calculated de-

pressions by the expression just found of d + .27 (
^ 3— d

Tab. VIII .—Experiment 10-11, reduced to a constant hygrometric state.

Barometer.

inches.

Centes.
aqueous
tension
calc.

H x
30

Tabular
centesi-

mal de-
pression
corres-

ponding
T

Observ-
ed de-

pression
variable
aq. tens.

d

Deduced
depres-
sion for
aq. ten.

.58

d X

Deduced
depression

for dry
air, D =
7 v *00
d rp

Calculated
depression
for varia-

ble aq. tens,

of second
column.

Calculated
depression

for aq. tens.

.58

Calculated
depression

for dry air.

Q o O o o o

30 .58 32 12.0 12.0 37.5 12. 12.0 37.5
28 .54 34 13.1 12.2 38.2 13.1 12.3 38.2

26 .50 37 14.6 12.5 39.0 14.5 12.6 39.1

24 .46 42 17.0 12,8 40.1 17.0 12.8 40.1

22 .42 44 19.1 13.8 43.3 18.2 13.3 41.4
20 .39 47 21.5 14.7 46.0 20.1 13.7 42.8
18 .35 50 24.5 15.7 49.0 22.3 14.3 44.6

16 .31 54 26.8 15.9 49.8 25.6 15.0 47.4

14 .27 58 30.6 16.9 52.7 28.8 15.9 49.7

12 .23 62 34.5 17.8 55.5 33.2 17.1 53.5
10 .19 66 38.9 18.6 58.2 39.2 18.7 58.9
8 .15 72 45.3 20.2 63.3 49.4 19.4 69.6

6 .11 76 53.1 22.3 69.8 63.0 25.7 80.4

5 .096 78 61.4 25.1 78.5 71.0 29.1 91.0
4.4 .085 79 66.1 26.7 83.5 78.0 34.8 99,6
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With exception of the four lowermost entries, the three middle (or

observed) columns of this table accord wonderfully well with the three

last, which are calculated by the formula above given multiplied into

T, (the tabular cent, dep.) ; which is variable in the first of them,

(that of the experiments ;) is equal to '32 for the case of humidity

•58; and is of course = 0 for the final case, of extreme dryness.

Were we to suppose that the dryness of the air did not mount higher

than 1 8 (second column) from some unperceived cause, the calculated

depressions would suit equally well from beginning to end ; and it

must be remembered that any disturbing force will be much more

felt in the low pressures. Moreover, it can hardly be expected that the

depression should continue to follow the same law, after the evaporat-

ing surface has congealed into ice. Had the ascending series of de-

pressions only been used, instead of the mean, the accordance would

have been greater towards the middle of the scale.

It is hardly necessary to analyse any more of the present series,

after ascertaining that the same co- efficient is equally applicable to

dry and wet air. We may therefore proceed at once to the conclu-

sion, that the depression of the wet-bulb thermometer, ceteris paribus,

varies inversely as the barometric pressure, the actual variation being for

every case twenty-seven hundredths of the calculated variation.

§ 4.

—

Depressions under augmented barometric pressure.

It would perhaps have been better to have preceded the last enun-

ciation, by a description of the experiments included under this head,

since they obviously form part of the same series, and must be go-

verned by the same law. They need not detain us many minutes.

The modification of apparatus now employed is depicted in fig. 9.

Between the gasometer and the brass tube furnished with the two

thermometers was introduced a condensed air blow-pipe ;
while at

the other extremity near the discharge cock k', was adapted a syphon

barometer capable of shewing an increase of pressure up to + 12 inches.

By keeping up the action of the pump with the discharge cock more

or less open, a current of condensed air could be maintained at any

pressure until the readings of the wet-bulb became stationary ; for, as

before stated, it was upon the current only that reliance could be

placed ; and my endeavour was always to maintain the same rapidity

in the passage of the air, although small variations in this particular

do not, and ought not, to produce any sensible error.

Not having used a hygrometer in this series, I trust to the de-

pression itself (at 30 inches) to supply the datum of the humidity ;

and here of course, under condensation, the moisture increases directly
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with the pressure. On the diagram this is very conspicuous in figs.

13, 14 ; and as the air approaches dryness, the line formed will be seen

amalgamating with the curvature of the former experiments.

Tab. IX .—Depressions under increased pressure.

Barom,
pres-
sure.

inches.

30

33
36
42

First Experiment. Second Experiment. Third Experiment.

Temp. Depres- Hum- Temp. Depres- Hum- Temp. Depres- Hum-
air. sion. idity. air. sion. idity. air. sion. idity.

o o o o o o

93.5 23.5 .24 93.5 23.7 .24 85.0 24.0 .15— 93.6 20.9 .26 —
21.5 .29 93.8 17.8 .29 14.0 .18

19.5 .34 94.3 15.5 .34 85.2 11.4 .21

Fourth experiment.

Temp. Depres-Hum-
air. sion. idity.

86.4 26.8 .10

22.8 .12

20.7 .14

In the last experiment the air was maintained for a long time at

each pressure, whence its results are perhaps entitled to greater con-

fidence than the rest. The direct theoretical depressions, d x —
P

would be 26°. 8, 22°. 3, and 19°. 1, which corrected hy the co-efficient

before found, would become 26°. 8, 25°. 6, and 24°. 7 ; these again

would have to be diminished for the altered humidity to 26.8, 24'5,

and 22.8 ; still, however, differing materially from the experiment,

which I attribute to the difficulty of keeping up a sufficient draft at

the high pressures, in consequence of which the humidity is not fairly

estimated.

If we examine the first experiment we shall have.

The direct geometrical depressions, 23.5 19.6 16.8

These modified by co-efficient, .27 23.5 22.4 21.7

Corrected to the incipient state of humidity will be, 23.5 20.0 18.1

The observed depressions being in this case, 23.5 21.5 19.5

nearly midway between the modified and the corrected numbers, and

as much above the latter as they were below them in experiment

4,—so it will be not unreasonable to conclude that our formula would

hold good for augmented depressions, if proper care were taken in

conducting them.

We have now examined every case of depression that can be ex-

perienced in common air, and we may finally sum up this lengthy

investigation by uniting the members of the formula, that it may com-

prehend both changes of humidity and changes of atmospheric pres-

sure thus :

—

d = 84/—/"+ .27

The latter member of the equation may be converted into a table

of multipliers for heights of the barometer other than 30, which will

leave the table I have appended to the present paper applicable to all
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circumstances that can occur. The rule for its use will be given in

the proper place.

§ 5 .—Depression of wet-bulb in other gaseous media.

It has been seen that the theory of the wet-bulb thermometer is

entirely based on the relation of the specific heats, or capacities, of

water, of vapour, and of air. It may be made therefore to furnish an

unexceptionable and easy method of solving the much- contested ques-

tion of the relative capacity of different gaseous fluids, by substituting

any of the latter for common air in the experimental determination 0f

the depression.

By Gay Lussac’s formula we perceive that the depression varies

precisely in the inverse ratio of the air’s capacity, c (see p. 405.)

Apjohn’s formula is based on the same datum ; thus the specific heat of

vapour at 50° being 1 129 (= 967 + 212 — 50) ; that of water being

1 ; and that of air c = 0.267 ;
“ one part of air in cooling through d

degrees will raise the temperature of 0.267 part water through the

same number, and will consequently be adequate to vaporize a quan-

tity of water represented by
.267 d.'

\ 129
Now, as '267 d (= c d) is a

constant quantity, any change in the value of c must affect d in an

c d
opposite or inverse sense, that is c' = — , d! being the depression ob-

d‘

served in other medium than common air.

As most likely to exhibit any difference of specific heat, and without

reference to any prior determination of the question, I selected two

gases, hydrogen and carbonic acid, as far at variance in essential points

as could be wished, and proceeded with them exactly as had been

done with ordinary air. On account of the mode of preparing the

two gases by distillation through a water-trough, they entered the

gasometer surcharged with moisture : and, as noticed below, even

after being well dried by the acid in the chamber, they took up mois-

ture from the discharge-pipe on their passage to the wet-bulb. I

could only approximatively remedy this evil by immediately filling in

common air, and finding how much moisture the latter also absorbed

in its passage. The error was of course less, if at all, perceptible at

the high temperatures, and in a fresh series of experiments it was

obviated by the introduction of my tell-tale hair hygrometer.

Wishing to save the gas, it was made to pass into another gasome-

ter instead of into the open air
; on which account the current both of

hydrogen and of carbonic acid passed more slowly through the steam-

heated tube than the air had done, and their temperature only rose

to 160 and 170, in lieu of 180 and even 190 as at first. Here follow
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the readings which were considered as coincident, but, as before, there

was difficulty in keeping the dry thermometer stationary.

Tab. X .—Depressions with Hydrogen gas. First Series.

Tabular de-

Therm. Wet- Depres- Hygro- Tension pression in Ratio.

in air. bulb. sion. meter, centesimal. dry air.

o o o rf-i-D

1 . Through steam pipe, 92.0 67.8 24.2 p 37.1

2. Ditto, steam on, .

.

160.0 83.2 76.8 — nearly dry. 81.5 .94

3. Ditto, ditto 137.0 76.4 60.6 — ditto. 65.3 .93

4. Ditto, cold, 93.8 67.5 26.3 44? .17? 38.1

The hydrogen of the gasometer in the first two experiments was

supposed to be dry, but it was found that it acquired moisture in pass-

ing through the pipes, which had been moistened by the distillation

of the hydrogen ; the amount of error was estimated by filling com-

mon air in, and finding how much its depression differed from the full

rate. The gas of 3, and 4 was passed out into a vessel containing

the hair hygrometer ; but still no great confidence was placed in the

series, and on two subsequent days fresh gas was prepared.

Second Series. <

5. Protracted current of hydrogen gas,. . 85.4 60.0 25.4

6. Common air treated exactly in the

same manner, 90.6 59.0 31.6 = 29.1 at 85 - 4

Ratio of 2y°.l to 25°.4 as 1.00 to .87

This was still unsatisfactory, as there was no mode of testing the

hygrometric state of the gas : I now therefore fitted the glass cham-

ber enclosing the hair hygrometer, (as in fig. 1) and took the follow-

ing readings after intervals of a day each.

Calc. Maxim. Depress

,

in in Ratio.
t t> d h Hydrogen. Atm. air. d-i-

d

7. Hydrogen, current, 87.8 60.5 27.3 8 29.5 34.8 .84

8. Ditto, full draft, .. 88.0 59.7 28.3 5 29.8 34.9 .86

9. Ditto, ditto, 84.0 57.1 26.9 4 28.0 32.8 .85

10. Ditto, ditto, 88.5 58.5 30.0 4 31.2 35.2 .88

11. Common air 87.0 54.8 32.2 4 ? 33.5 34.4

12. Ditto 83.1 52.1 32.0 2 32.6 32.4

Still a fourth series was thought necessary ; and in this all access

of moisture to the tubes being prevented by passing the gas over

sulphuric acid before it entered the gasometer, and leaving it for a

week to dry thoroughly, the hair hygrometer marked extreme siccity :

precaution was also taken to cool the wet-bulb with ice below the de-

pression point, before inserting it in the tube.

Fourth Series, Hydrogen gas.

t t' d h. d d d
13. Full draft, 86.7 58.5 28.2 0 34.2 .82

14. Ditto, 85.0 57.4 27.6 0 33.4 .83

15. Ditto 82.8 56.5 26.3 0 32.2 .81

3 K
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This fourth series, on which every care was bestowed to ensure accu-

racy, confirming as it does the ratio of the prior experiments, certainly

tends to prove that hydrogen produces a less depression than common
air in the proportion of 82 to 100 ; and consequently that the specific

heat of this gas for equal volumes should be 1.22, that of atmospheric

air being 1

.

Tab. XI.

—

Depressions with Carbonic Acid.

Temp. Wet-
air. bulb.
t t‘

1. Current through ° o

steam pipe, .. 91.7 66 2

2. Do. steam on, 161.0 85.0
3. Do.quicker draft, 160.0 81.5

Depres- Hair Tabular
sion. hygr. depression
d for dry air.

o D
25.5 (acquired moisture .20 ?) 36.3
76.0 Nearly dry ? 82.21
78.5 ditto, 81.5 J

Ratio.
d_

D
J

.94

4. Common air, .. 86.8 60.8 26.0 34.3

The experiment with common air shews that the passages still im-

parted moisture to the amount of full • 1 2, and therefore vitiated the

result as with hydrogen. The trial was renewed with the precaution

of employing the hair hygrometer. h d d rf-j-D

5. Short glass tube, 83.6 55.0 28.6 5 Corrected 30.1 32.6 .92

6. Ditto, 86.2 55.2 31.0 3 for dry 32.0 34.0 .94

7. Ditto, 83.7 53.6 30.0 3 air or 31.0 32.6 .95

8. Common air,. .. . 88.2 54.5 33.7 3 max. dep. 34.8 35.0

Here again the depression in carbonic acid gas is proved to be

94 hundredths of that in common air, whence the specific heat of

this gas should turn out 1.06, air being 1.00. A third series was taken :

8. Well dried, .. 88.7 56.2 32.5 0 32.5 35.3 91

9. Ditto 84.8 55.1 29.7 0.5 29.9 33.2 90
10. Ditto, 89.6 57.2 32.4 1 32.8 35.8 90

In the last three experiments which were made with the precautions

I have described, in the hydrogen experiments, (13-15) a little of the

latter gas was mixed ( f 5 th) with the carbonic acid; while in experi-

ments 6, 7, common air may have been present to the same extent.

We may therefore assume the maximum depression in dry carbonic

acid to be about 92 per cent, of that in atmospheric air; and its spec,

heat = T087.

Although these unexpected results are supported by their great

uniformity, I still feel hesitation in inviting for them the implicit con-

fidence of chemists, in opposition to the very opposite conclusions of

other experimenters. Had the specific heat of one gas proved in de-

fect and the other in excess, it would have been more consonant with

the analogy of their specific gravity,—but that two gases so strongly

contrasted, should both err, on the same side, I own to be plausible

evidence against me. Still I hardly think that the 8 per cent, discre-

pancy in the carbonic acid experiments is within the limits of experi-

mental error ; and the 18 per cent, of the hydrogen is certainly more

than I am willing to allow to be attributable to such a cause.
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At any rate it must be conceded that the method itself possesses

superior facility to the process of De la Roche and Berard*, also fol-

lowed by HAYCRAFTf, or to that more recently followed by my friends

Messrs. F. Marcet and De la Rive of Geneva].

It may be as well to recite the conflicting values arrived at by

these and other authors, including M. Dulong§, whose mode of in-

vestigation by the velocity of sonorous vibrations in the respective

gases, was most ingenious in itself, and perhaps better entitled to

respect than any other.

Tab. XII.— Specific heat of gaseous bodies by volume
,
under constant pressure.

By De la Roche
and Berard.

By Haycraft By Marcet
and De la Rive.

By DuLong By wet-bulb
depression.

Atmospheric air, 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

Oxygen 976 1,000 1,000 1,000 —
Hydrogen, .... 903 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,220
Nitrogen, 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 —
Carbonic Acid, . 1,258 1,000 1,000 1 ,175 1,087

Carburett. Hyd. 1,553 1,060 1,000 1,531 —
Carbonic oxide, 1,034 — 1,000 1,000 —
Nitrous gas, .. 1,350 — 1,000 1,160 —

Notwithstanding the tendency of my own experiments, every one

must feel a prejudice on a view of this table in favor of the conclusions

of the English and the Genevese philosophers
;

namely, that all

the gases have the same specific heat.

In such case however it will be necessary to assign some other

cause for the indubitable results above given, or our judgment must be

suspended, until a careful repetition of similar experiments may deter-

mine the conditions with other gases, and lead to some definite con-

clusions for the whole of this most interesting question.

§ .5.

—

A few illustrations of the wet-bulb theory.

My paper has expanded to such a formidable length, that I am
loath to burthen it with many “ last words yet I cannot refrain

from pointing out an instance or two of practical application, and

shewing that el andf are as important elements in the play of mete-

orological phenomena as the dew-point itself, and require equally to

be studied by naturalists.

1. The Baron Hcgel remarked, that ice was formed in Cashmir

with the thermometer at 44°|| at an elevation of 15,000 feet : whence

he concluded that the freezing point rose as the boiling point fell.

This startling paradox is now readily explained : the air of the plains is

dry enough at all times in those latitudes :—it becomes relatively drier

in expanding on the mountains, while the depression simultaneously

* Annales de Chirnie, Ixxxv. 126. -f- Annales de Chimie, xxvi. 298.

J Ditto 1829. xxxv. 5. § Ditto, xli. 113.

|| See J. A S. vol. v. p. 186.

3 k 2
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increases. When t = 44°, D = 15.5 which + .27 (- — d) for
1 6.8

15,000 feet, = 18.5, so that if the air were already charged with a

third of its saturating quantity of vapour, the depression of 13 degrees

would still cool a surface of water below the freezing point.

Gay Lussac points out a similar fact noted on Saussure’s ascent of

Mont Blanc. “ En faisant tourner sur le Col du geant un thermome-

tre dont la boule etait enveloppee d’ une eponge, il a obtenu un refroi-

dissement de 9°.3 C (16°. 7 Farh.) au dessous de la temperature de

Fair qui etait de 10°. 1 (50°. 2 F.) ainsi F evaporation pent concourir

avec le rayonnement pour determiner la congelation de l’eau k la

surface de la terre, dans un air dont la temperature serait de plusieurs

degres au-dessus de zero*.”

2. The formation of hail is readily explained on the same princi-

ple. The drops of water passing through a stratum of very attenuated

dry air, perhaps even warmer than the saturated cloud they have

quitted, are cooled to congelation—nay, most likely much below

it, since they are not remelted in their onward progress to the earth,

hut are apparently enlarged by deposition of fresh moisture. Hail is

seldom observed to fall in damp w'eather.

Thus also, frozen clouds (cirri) may be found at elevations in the

air much lower than would belong by theory to a temperature of 32°,

and their dissipation while still in a frozen state, is also accounted for.

3. The increase of rain drops as they approach the earth has been

satisfactorily proved to originate in the deposit of atmospheric mois-

ture on their surface, cooled below the dew-point temperature.

4. Why is not the air at sea always surcharged wr ith moisture ?

The actual tension of vapour in the air does not depend on t but t’

:

now the bulk of the ocean maintains an uniform temperature, in

general a few degrees below that of the air in the day time
: f there-

fore bding then always less than f, saturation cannot take place,

however much water may be present. But there is another reason ;

salt-water has a lower tension than pure water ; that is, were it

heated to t, its tension would not be f. It boils at 213|„ (?) in lieu of

212°, which reduces its tension about one part in 40—and the same

proportion will hold good, on Dalton’s hypothesis, for lower temper-

atures. In clear nights the air on ship board must always be fully

charged with moisture, and hence the heavy dew on deck.

5. An analogous explanation can be given of the curious fact

observed by M. Clement in 1 S2 1 f, that if a thermometer bulb coated

with lint be dipped in a saturated solution of any salt (or the salt in

powder) and be held in aqueous vapour of 212°, it will acquire itself

* Annales de Cliimie, xxi. 92. t Ure’s Chemical Dictionary, p. 2S4.
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a higher temperature, equal to what would be the boiling point of a

similar solution. Here the saline solution at 212° cannot support

a tension of/' (= 30 in.) ;
deposition therefore takes place with conse-

quent disengagement of latent heat, until the tension of the salt at

t + x finds itself in equilibrio, or = 30 inches*.

6. Perkins has observed, that when water is thrown upon a heated

metal not visibly red, it flashes into steam suddenly : but when placed

upon iron, silver or gold at a much higher heat, it takes a considerable

time to evaporate. Here would seem to be an indication that at or

about 1200 Farli. the evaporation point gradually rises to exactly

212°, and that beyond this it becomes negative, or, the depression

becomes so great that it falls below the boiling pointf.

This is surely a more rational explanation than Perkins’s, who

supposed the liquid to be prevented from evaporating from the enor-

mous pressure on its surface :—how could such a false equilibrium hold

with free space around for the vapour to expand into ?

Many other illustrations might be brought forward, but I forbear

from exhausting the patience of my readers, and will here conclude

with the tables for the depression of the wet-bulb at temperatures from

30° to 1 80o under the constant pressure of 30 inches. For other states

of the barometer the small table below will be found sufficient, until

my friends in Nepal, Dehra Dun, or the Nilgirls may furnish better

data for its correction.

Table of Multipliers, to convert? the following Tabular Depressions at 30

inches (T'000) into the depressions at any other pressure of the atmosphere.

Barome-
ter

inches.

Density of Multi pli-

the air. er

e. iq..27FXa

Barome-
ter

inches.

Density of Multipli-
the air. er

e
' l-j-.27e=T

Barome-
ter

inches.

Density of Multipli-
the air. er

e - l-fi.27 e—i

29-5 1-016 1-004 24-5 1-224 1-060 19-5 1-538 M45
290 1‘034 1-009 24-0 1-250 1-067 19-0 1-579 1-156

28'5 1-053 1-014 23-5 1-277 1-075 18-5 1-621 1-168

28-0 1-071 1-019 23-0 1-304 1-082 18-0 1 *666 1-180

27-5 1091 1-025 22-5 1-333 1-090 17-5 1-720 1-194

27-0 1-111 1-030 22-0 1-361 1-098 17-0 1-765 1-206

26-5 1-132 1-036 21-5 1-395 1-107 16 - 5 1-818 1-221

26-0 1-154 1-042 21-0 1-428 1115 16-0 1-875 1-236

25-5 1-176 1-048 20"5 1-463 1-125 15-5 1-935 1-252

25-0 1-200 1-054 20-0 1-500 1-135 15-0 2-000 1-270

Note.—

W

hen the depression in attenuated air has been observed, divide it by

the multipliers here giveD, before entering the table following to find the aqueous

tension.

* A new source of error in the wet-bulb is hence suggested, in the substance

with which the bulb is coated :—flannel, linen, and cotton may have different

bygrometric affections. This is a fit subject for inquiry.

f The very slight modification required in the theoretical curve of depressions,

to produce the effect alluded to in the text, is shewn by a dotted line in Fig. 5 of

PI. XXI. Apjohn’s temperature of evaporation only reaches 212° at 280U°.

Leslie’s at 2600°
; beyond which it would continue to rise.
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VI.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, 3rd August, 1836.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Mr. W. Spiers, proposed at the last meeting, was ballotted for, and

duly elected a Member of the Society.

Mr. Conductor Dawe, of the Delhi Canal Establishment, proposed at

the last meeting, was, upon the favorable report of the Committee of

Papers, elected an associate member.

Mekhara Meng, uncle of the present King of Ava, acknowledged his

election as an honorary member in a Bengali letter, of which the follow-

ing is a literal translation :

—

Mekhara Ra'ja to the learned Members of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta,

commands.

I am informed of the contents of the letter from this learned body, and of

the honor they have done to me. But so difficult is the attainment of know-
ledge, that I can by no means hold myself worthy of such a distinction. The
progress of knowledge may be likened to the ascent of a lofty mountain,—he
that attains the summit will gain the first glimpse of the rising sun, then he in

the centre, while yet it is hidden from the crowd at the base. The sun is to

them a thing entirely imperceptible. Afterwards, when the solar orb declines, it

still remains visible and palpable to him who has surmounted the hill, while the

others have a partial and fading remembrance of its glory. Thus are there

gradations in the acquirement and appreciation of learning, and there is no limit

to its increase, nor can any thing compare with its excellence.

The enjoyments of worldly life are finite, and afford little variety—riches bring

satiety
;
but there is no satiety in knowledge. Every day brings novel food to

the mind, and only whets the appetite for more. I do not then think myself
learned, but it is a law of nature that the bulk of each species should remain on
an equality, whether man, beast, reptile, tree, or land itself—and hold social

commune with its fellows.

My name has been inserted in the list of the learned men—I am glad to hear
it, for the mind that cannot traverse alone the field of knowledge

; in company
of judicious guides, may derive instruction and advantage at every step. I shall

know what I have not known—hear what I have not heard. All my doubts may
be explained, my conjectures certified :— therefore am I filled with joy, for 1

would have my ignorance enlightened.

Should the Society wish to know any thing relative to the Burmese literature

of my country, I will do my utmost to supply every information.

As the learned members are acquainted with various languages, I have caused

this letter to be written in the Pdli language* and in the Bengali character.

The Secretary read the following reply from Government to the appli-

cation made, in conformity with the resolution of the last meeting, on the

subject of the publication of the Cochin Chinese Dictionary.

To James Prinsep, Esq.
Genl. Dept. Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 11th in<

stant, and in reply to state that the Right Honorable the Governor General of

India in Council will be prepared to sanction an expense of 5,500 rupees to be

incurred in printing a Cochin Chinese Dictionary by Lithography in the manner

* The letter contains an admixture of Pdli words, but the substance is in Bengali,

and is evidently a very imperfect rendering of the author’s expressions by a Bengali

writer.

3 i
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proposed by the author ; but his Lordship would prefer much, that in order to

make the work accessible to seafaring persons and traders as well as to the

learned, the explanation should be given in English as well as in Latin, and

that a Vocabulary rendering the common English words into Cochin Chinese

should be added to the volume.

2. His Lordship would hope that by compressing the writing in the page

which is rather wide in the specimens transmitted, these additions could be

brought nearly within the same compass so as to occasion very little additional

expense.

3. The specimen which accompanied your letter is herewith returned.

I am, &c.

H. T. PRINSEP,
Council Chamber, the 20 th July, 1836. Secy, to Govt.

In consequence of the above suggestions, the Secretary had, in consul-

tation with the author, returned the following reply :

—

To H. T. Prinsep, Esq.

Secretary to the Government of India, Genl. Dept.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 20th

July last, communicating the acquiescence of the Right Honorable the Go-
vernor General of India in Council to the proposition- submitted by myself, on
the part of the Asiatic Society, and of the most Rev. the Bishop of Isauropolis,

for the publication of a Cochin Chinese Dictionary in lithography at an
expense not exceeding 5,500 rupees.

1 have accordingly placed myself in communication with the author, with a

view to arrange the preliminaries without loss of time, as well as to provide for

the modifications recommended by bis Lordship in Council.

The Bishop is of opinion that the addition of a column of English meanings

to the Dictionary in its present form would involve a very serious increase of

labour in passing it through the press ; it would also augment the bulk of the

work very considerably
;
while a very large portion of the words and explana-

tions connected with literary and abstract terms would be of no utility whatever

to the commercial class or to seafaring persons.

The object contemplated by his Lordship in Council may, he thinks, be sup-

plied with more facility by the addition of a Supplementary Vocabulary con-

taining all the most common words, which might also be published in a

detached form for the use of mariners and traders.

This Vocabulary the author undertakes to draw up in the English, French, and
Anamitan tongues, during the progress of the publication ; and precaution has

been taken to include this additional matter in the estimates which have been

called for.

His Lordship’s remarks on the appearance of the lithographed specimen, and

the obvious advantage, if possible, of securing to a standard work of this nature

the advantages and neatness of typography, induced me to communicate again

with the Proprietors of the Serampore Press, before any final arrangements

should be made.

The Bishop on his own part handsomely consented to relinquish 500 rupees

out of the 4,000 rupees of personal remuneration for which he had at first

stipulated. I was thus enabled to offer a clear sum of 2,000 rupees to Rev. Dr.

Marshman for the execution of 500 copies of a quarto volume, containing nearly

500 pages, with the native words in the Cochin-Chinese character. This offer,

although much below the usual Calcutta printing rates for ordinary works, has

been in the most liberal manner accepted by the Rev. Dr. and Mr. J. Marshmax.
I now therefore only wait for the final sanction of Government to place the

MSS. &c. in their hands.

I am, &c.

(Signed) JAMES PRINSEP,
Secy.Calcutta, 1st August, 1^36.
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To this letter the following reply had just been received :—
To James Prinsep, Esa.

Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

I am directed by the Right Honorable the Governor General of India in
Council to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 1st instant, and in
reply to state that his Lordship entirely approves the arrangement made by
you on the part of the Asiatic Society for the publication at the Serampore
Press of the Anamitan Dictionary prepared by the Most Reverend the Bishop
of Isauropolis, at the charge already sanctioned, of 5,500 rupees.

2. The modifications made in the original proposition seem to his Lordship
in Council calculated very much to improve the work, and entirely meet the
wishes expressed in my letter dated 20th ultimo.

3. The Governor General in Council has much satisfaction in acknowledging
the disinterested and public-spirited offer made by the Right Reverend author,

to forego a portion of the remuneration allotted to him in order to obtain the

advantage of having the work published in type
;
and the terms accepted by

Dr. Marshman of Serampore appear to his Lordship in Council to be not
less liberal

;
for the rate at which they have agreed to print the work in the

original character is such as can afford them little or no profit.

4. It is the wish of the Governor General in Council that additional copies

should be printed of the Vocabulary proposed to be added
;
and if this should

occasion an increase of expense, his Lordship in Council will have no objection

to defray the amount that may be charged on this account, taking for Govern-
ment an additional 100 copies of this part of the work.

I am, Sir, &c.
Council Chamber, the 3rd Aug. 1836. H. T. PRINSEP,

Sec. to Govt.

The liberality of the proprietors of the Serampore Press in undertak-

ing to print the work without any hope of profit, or even at the risk of

some sacrifice, was fully appreciated by the Society, and the best thanks

of the meeting were conveyed to Dr. Marshman, who was present.

A bill from the Orphan Press for printing the 1st part of the twentieth

volume of Researches, 248 pages, amounting to C.’s Rs. 1806 6 4,]was pre-

sented and passed.

Oriental Publications.

The Secretary reported the completion of the Naisliadha-Cheritra (1st

part, 900 pages) one of the Sanscrit works transferred from the Committee

of Public Instruction ;
of which copies were ready for distribution. By the

terms of agreement with the Editor, Prema Chandra Pandita, of the

Calcutta Sanscrit College, who had supplied the tika or commentary, 100

copies were to be given to him in lieu of pecuniary remuneration, which

was approved.

Library.

The following books were presented :

—

Results of Astronomical Observations made at the Madras Observatory dur-

ing the years 1834 and 1835—presented by the Madras Government, through

Colonel Casement, Mil. Sec. Sup. Govt.

Jahr bucher der Literatur, No. 69, 70, 71, and 72—presented by the Baron

Joseph Von Hammer.
Notizia di Diciotto Codici Persiani della Biblioteca della Regia University di

Torino

—

by the same.

Memoire sur deux Coffrets Gnostiques du moyen age—by the same.

Mamik und Afra, a German Poem, translated from tlie Persian

—

by the same .

3 L 2
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Historical Oriental Translations and Researches, 2 vols. quarto, by the Rev.
W. Taylor, Madras

—

presented by the author.
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, No. 4

—

by
the Society.

A descriptive and illustrated catalogue of the Physiological Series of Compara-
tive Anatomy, contained in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London, Vol. III. Part I.— by the President of the College.

The Sixth Annual Report of the Society of Natural History of the Mauritius

—

by M. Julien Des Jardins, Sec.

Madras Journal of Literature and Science, No 12, for April and July, 1836

—

by the Madras Literary Society.

The Indian Journal of Medical Science, No. 8, and Review of Works on Sci-

ence—by F. Corbyn, Esq. the Editor,

Meteorological Register for June 1836

—

by the Surveyor General.

The following books were received from the booksellers :

—

Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia—Botany, 1 vol.

-
,
Foreign Statesmen, vol. 2nd.

Museum.

Read a letter from J. Bell, Esq. Secretary Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Society, forwarding for the acceptance of the Society two blankets

and two woollen cloths on behalf of Lieutenant H. Vetch.

The blankets are made from the Simul tree
;
the woollen cloths are of Bho-

tian manufacture.

Literary Communications.

The Government of Madras referred for the consideration of the

Society, through the Supreme Government, a proposition submitted by

Cavelly Venkata Lacshmia, Pandit, to re-establish the system of Histo-

rical Research so successfully pursued by the late Col. Colin Mackenzie

in the Peninsula, by collecting inscriptions, manuscripts, grants, &c. as

well as to translate and digestthe mass of materials already collected, and

now in the possession of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Cavelly Venkata had drawn up a report-progress of the researches, in

which he states himself to be still engaged, classifying the different dynasties,

ancient and modern, of South India, on which light has been thrown by the

Mackenzie collection. This paper and the correspondence were referred to the

Committee of Papers for their examination and report, previous to discussion

of the question in the Society.

Mr. IV. H. Macnagiiten presented an elaborate Memoir by Lieut—

Colonel Burney, Resident in Ava, entitled “An account of the wars

between Burmah and China, together with the journals and routes of three

different embassies sent to Pekin by the king of Ava, taken from Bur-

mese documents.

[Referred to the Committee of Papers. This account has peculiar interest

at the present moment, when the offer of Mr. Gutzlaff to penetrate through
China to Ava or Assam has been much discussed.]

Mr. Trevelyan on behalf of M. C. Masson presented a third memoir

on the coins discovered at Beghram.

This paper is a careful and laborious recapitulation of all that has been done
in this curious branch of discovery, with the addition of the results of a third

year’s search. The acquisition of new coins and new names naturally becomes
every day more rare ; so that notwithstanding the addition of 2,294 coins to his
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cabinet in the year 1835, the only real novelties are an unique coin of Arche-
lius, one of Diomedes (found in 1834) the confirmation of Adelphortos and
Ipalirisus. Three Euthydemus’, and one Antiochus have been gained

; the
ratio of the more common Bactrian and Indo-Scythic names is much the same as
in former years. We shall hasten to publish such portions of M. Masson’s
most industrious labours as have not hitherto appeared in our pages.

Mr. Avdall brought to the Society’s attention a singular narrative, in

translation, of the interview between Arsaces, king of Armenia, and the
Persian Monarch Sapor (Alaknaf.)

[We hope to find room for this curious morceau ere long.]

The Secretary read extract of a letter from the Counsellor Joseph Yon
Hammer, of Vienna, (now Baron Purgstall,) forwarding a continuation

of his translation of the Mohit, an Arabic nautical work by Sidi Capudan,

of which the first chapter was printed in the third volume of the Journal.

The present chapter contains a catalogue of the islands along the shores of

the Red Sea, and directions for thirty different voyages from Loheia, Aden, &c.
to the various ports of India, Persia, and the Straits of Malacca. It is a fact

difficult to be accounted for, that the learned author offered to translate the whole
of this very scarce and curious work for the Oriental Translation Committee,
who have given to the world so many of less consideration ; but he was not
honored with a reply.

Extracts were also read from other European Correspondence. Pro-

fessor Wilson reports his having forwarded the Society’s memorial

regarding Oriental publications to the Royal Asiatic Society, which, in

concurrence with the Oriental Translation Committee, had warmly

espoused the object of its prayer. The Foreign Societies had also sup-

ported it, as far as the voice of protestation and argument by a body of

the most distinguished oriental scholars can lend its influence.

Paris has set a further example which it would be unjust to the cause to omit
mentioning.

Colonel Trover, having presented to the Socidtt: Asiatique a German transla-

tion of the first six books of the R&j Tarangini, (one of the Sanscrit works
suspended by the Government order, and lately completed by the Society here,)

was invited to undertake a French version of the same for publication with the

Sanscrit text at the Society’s expence, estimated at not less than 6,000 francs.

It may be hoped that the edition completed in India, of which specimens must
soon after have reached Paris, will spare a portion of this money for the many
other objects embraced by this active association.

M. Jacqtjet announces the contemplated institution of a new professorship

of the Oriental languages in the University of Ghent, which well desire to ac-

cumulate manuscripts and printed works from this country. The late discovery

of coins and inscriptions in India had excited the most intense interest on the

Continent, but General Ventura’s collection had not yet reached Paris, on
account of the detention of General Allard by illness in the South of France.

With regard to the coins of the Kadphises group, M. Jacquet having seen

Honigberger’s collection would read the name Mokadphises, which he sug-

gests to be MahAtricha of the Sanscrit. Wr
e await his papers on this subject in

the Journal Asiatique.

Physical.

A collection of specimens made by Captain Hannay in his recent

expedition up the Irawadi to the Amber mines, was presented by Colonel

Burney.

The collection includes many varieties of white and gray marble

—

serpentine, agates, jaspers, heliotrope and crystal, particularly a pale
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preen prase, much prized by the Chinese, and called by them Yu; it is

found about 80 miles N. W. of Mogaung. Wrist rings are cut from it.

With the specimens was a substance called by the Burmese earth wax, which
they say exudes from some high precipitous rocks above Ava. They add, that
monkeys are particularly fond of this substance, and that those animals swarm
about the rocks which yield it. The wax has all the appearance of common
unbleached wax.

There was also a specimen of the tea prepared by the Singphos of Payen-
dwen

;
and a poisonous plaut used by the Mishmis, supposed by Dr. Wallich

to be identical with the Bish of the Gurkhas, (Aconitum ;) another herb myen-
the, used by the Mishmis for the same purpose, had more the appearance of an
Acanthaceous plant.

The fossil bones from Perim in the Cambay Gulph, presented by the

Baron Hugel, had arrived. Among them is a large and indisputable frag-

ment of a buffalo’s horn, which the Baron refers with probability to the

Nerbudda fossil bos ;
two smaller horns imbedded in matrix, (a calcare-

ous and ferruginous conglomerate.) Also shells from a similar conglo-

merate in Gogo, and specimens of the cornelian, natural and burned,

from the Rutanpur quarries.

A geological series from Pulos Floer, Trotto, Ledah, Tingy, Pigeon

Island, Birdnest Island, and Dehli point, in the Straits of Malacca, was

presented by Dr. Bland, of H. M. S. Wolf, with a note of their locality,

and some remarks on the genus of shells denominated Pterocyclos by

Benson (Spiraculum by Pearson), found in abundance on the islet of

Susson, opposite Queda Peak.

[Dr. Bland’s notes shall have early insertion.]

Specimens of a calcareous and silicious Scoria, forming the substance of

a small hill at Bddigunta near Courtney, about 1 1 miles west of Bellary,

was presented by Lieut. Newbold.
[The accompanying note will be inserted.]

Mr. C. W. Smith having purchased a collection of specimens of Natu-

ral History from the Eastern Isles, presented the Mammalia, the dupli-

cates of the Birds and the Reptiles, to the Museum, on condition of the

remaining birds being mounted for him. The Mammalia and Reptiles

consist of the following specimens :—The grey Roussette, (Pteropus Gri-

seus

)

two specimens
; one of a species of Noctiiionina, and one of Ves-

pertilionina, probably new genera
; one of a species of Marten, agreeing

in specific characters very exactly with the Pine Marten, (Martes Vul-

garis ;

)

two young specimens of a species of Ictus ; one of the Barang

Otter, CLutra Lutreola ?

)

one of the slender Delundung, (Prionodon

Gracilis ;

)

one of the Sumatra Cat, (Fe/is Sumatrana ;

)

one of the Ma-
dagascar Squirrel, (Sciurus Madagascariensis ;

)

one of the Jeralang,

CSciurus Leschenauttii ;

)

two of the two-banded Squirrel, (S. Bivitta-

tus ;

)

and two specimens of the Java Musk Deer, (Moschus Javanicus.)

The Reptiles are a specimen of the Eastern Box Terrapia, (Cistuda Am-
boinensis ;

)

and one of the Clouded Monitor of Gray’s Synopsis, (Moni-

tor Nebu/osus.J

A specimen of Bengal Vulture, ( Vultur Bengalensis,) presented by

Major Fane.
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The specimens of birds presented at the last meeting were exhibited,

having been mounted in the Museum.

Physical Communications.

A memoir on the Fossil Rhinoceros of the sub-Himalayas, was for-

warded by Lieuts. Baker and Durand, of the Engineers.

[This, with the lithographs and engravings kindly prepared by the authors

themselves for the Journal, will be published in the ensuing number.]

Mr. Hodgson, of Nepal, continued his contributions of new species in

two papers: 1, on the thick-billed finches
; 2, on two genera of Colum-

bidae. Twenty-two ornithological plates were also added to the magnificent

series of illustrations now under dispatch home.

A note on nest of the Bengal Vulture was submitted by Lieutenant

H UTTON.

A Register of Rain at Delhi, by the Rev. R. Everest.

A living specimen of the new genus of venomous snakes denominated

Hamadryas by Dr. Cantor, was exhibited to the Society
;

it measured

nearly 10 feet in length, and was caught in the Sundarbans.

VII.

—

Miscellanea.

Madras Journal of Literature and Science .—It has not been hitherto our
custom to enter into criticism of the contents of contemporary journals, but we
cannot refrain from noticing the number issued by our sister society of Madras
in July, which has just reached us and has excited—not our envy, but—our
astonishment and our joy.—To say that it rivals or eclipses our own humble
production in what is called “ the getting up,” would be, perhaps, considered

little of a compliment. The fresh zeal and exertions of a new editor, (Dr. Cole,)
are not less conspicuous in the judicious selections he has made from other

works, and the valuable notes with which he has embellished them, than in the

host of able contributors he has summoned to his aid ;—some of whom, alas !

we have hitherto boasted as our own*, but whose transfer of allegiance is but
natural, when so legitimate a rival arises to claim it. The present number
(four-monthly ?) contains 240 pages, price only 3 rupees. Of its most rich

contents we should be tempted to glean with unsparing hand, could we afford

space. Dr. Benza has another excellent geological paper on the country
between Madras and the Nilgiris. Mr. Cole has done a service to geology, by
an accurate definition and description of the laterite formation.— Mr. Tay-
lor’s view of the present state of astronomical science is highly interesting.

It shews, that he is not one of those who merely keep up a supine routine of

accustomed observations, but that all his observatory does is directed to useful

ends—to the elucidation of those desiderata in the science for which its situation

is best calculated. Nor is he a Flamstead, jealous of giving his labours into

other hands, and tardy in working out results himself ;
for his third volume of

observations, reduced and classified in the most compendious manner, has just

issued from the Madras press. We may be indeed jealous that our Presidency

should boast no similar production, and that even the astronomical labours of

the Grand Trigonometrical Survey in the northern mountains should be as inac-

cessible and unknown as all their other operations ! Colonel Monteith, Engi-

neers, whose survey of part of Persia we noticed some time since, is imparting

the statistical contents of his note book, accumulated during 18 years’ residence

in Persia. An account of the Thuggee system, by Lieutenant Reynolds

—

Observations on original and derived languages, by the Rev. B. Schmid, and on
the language of the Battas of Sumatra, by Lieutenant Newbold, and the Rev.

W. Taylor, are amongst the most interesting contents of this very creditable

volume.
* Dr. Benza, Mr. T. G. Taylor, Lieut. Newbold.
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